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Abstract:

This  paper provides  a  summary of  mentoring information,  best  practices,  metrics,  and 
recommendations developed during 1996- 2009 by Sun Microsystems, Inc.  Sun provides 
network  computing  infrastructure  solutions  that  include  computer  systems,  software, 
storage  and  services.  The  company has  a  strong  corporate  culture  that  values  and 
promotes  mentoring.  Sun  has  offered  several  internally-developed  formal  mentoring 
programs, including: 

• SEED (Sun Engineering Enrichment & Development), 
Katy Dickinson has been SEED's Director since 2001 

• Mentoring@Sun, managed by Helen Gracon since 1996 
• New Sun Vice Presidents, managed by Helen Gracon since 2004 

Mentoring increases effectiveness and efficiency to achieve business results by doing real 
work, real time. Developing a corporate culture of mentoring is a good way to establish a 
network of communication across organizational silos, promote a wide variety of talents, 
and broaden the diversity of ideas and innovation available to the company. The ROI on 
Sun mentoring has been calculated to be 1,000% or greater. 

Mentoring is near the top of most lists of tools that are effective at promoting professional 
development and advancement in industry. As a business method, mentoring works well 
generally and also is particularly valuable to women and minorities. These benefits are of 
special interest to engineering companies and are in addition to more objective productivity 
measures of mentoring success such as increased performance ratings, higher retention, 
and more promotions. SEED has been sponsored since 2001 by Dr. Greg Papadopoulos, 
Sun's  Chief  Technology  Officer  and  Executive  Vice  President  of  Research  and 
Development.
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1  Introduction 

Sun Microsystems has benefited from a long-term successful culture of mentoring, especially in its 

worldwide engineering divisions. About 7,300 mentoring pairs have participated in one of Sun's 

formal mentoring programs since 1996. Mentoring has paid off for Sun in increased productivity, 

efficiency, and greater satisfaction among participants. This report presents what Sun did and how 

Sun did it to allow others to take advantage of the company's extensive and successful experience 

with this remarkably effective and versatile business method. So far as is known, this report is 

unique: no other company has published a long-term detailed analysis about its corporate 

mentoring program.

At Sun, people usually join a mentoring program because they are curious and want to learn, or are 

ambitious and motivated to improve their career, or are stuck personally or professionally and want 

to find a new way to proceed. The mentees start out in search of these various goals, often with 

great energy but only a general idea of what they are looking for. The heroes are the mentors who 

generously offer their time and wisdom to these seekers, guiding them down the paths that they 

themselves have walked. 

Sun has developed several internal formal worldwide mentoring programs, three of which are still 

offered:1

1. SEED (Sun Engineering Enrichment and Development) is a prestigious engineering 

leadership grooming program of which mentoring is the major component. SEED has four 

subgroups: Recent Hires, including New College Hires (started in 2001), Established Staff 

(started in 2002), PreSEED (started in 2008), and special pilot terms for specific 

geographies, professional areas, or new corporate acquisitions (started in 2005). Katy 

Dickinson is SEED's Director. Tanya Jankot is the Applications Engineer for SEED. Helen 

Gracon is SEED's mentoring Trainer. SEED reports to Sun's CTO.

2. Mentoring@Sun (started in 1996) is a training program that includes both open 

enrollment and intact work groups. Helen Gracon is the Program Manager.

3. New Sun Vice Presidents' Mentoring (started in 2004) is a program to help newly 

promoted VPs during their job transition. Helen Gracon is the Program Manager.

1 See the SEED and Mentoring@Sun Examples in the Mentor Selection Systems section for details on 
how these mentoring programs work. Also review the Summary of Sun's Mentoring Programs.
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Why write this report now? 

• Recently, all of Sun's mentoring program staff were consolidated in the Chief 

Technologist's Office, affording an opportunity to report about and compare all the 

programs uniformly. 

• Sun mentoring staff are frequently contacted by executives from other companies who 

want to start or expand their corporate, academic, or non-profit mentoring program and ask 

to research Sun's programs. Some of those executives are looking for alternatives after they 

have already had a poor experience with an external mentoring company. 

• With the 2009 Sun-Oracle transition will come many changes. The authors combined 

knowledge to write this report to document Sun's history of successful mentoring programs 

and practices.

To create this report, the authors analyzed Sun's 1996-2009 mentoring program data, plus Sun-

wide data, plus information from a 2002 Gartner report on Sun mentoring.  This effort was ably 

supported by the SEED's Human Resources team: Sy Dimitroff and Matt Artz. Because much of 

the data used in this report are private and confidential, there is a limit to what can be published. 

Also, some data no longer exists because these programs have outlasted many Sun management 

structures and data repositories. So, for some measures there are more specifics than others.

SEED was designed in 2000 by a team that included both Engineering and Human Resources (HR) 

staff. It was based on successful “Best of the Best” programs in Sun Sales and Services. Because it 

has always reported to the CTO, SEED has benefited from stable, long-term, visible top-level 

executive sponsorship. Since it was started in 1996 as part of the Sun University, the 

Mentoring@Sun program has been under many organizations and executives and has experienced 

the disadvantages of shifting management and inconsistent funding. Most of the metrics in this 

report come from SEED because only that program has continuous records.

The top business imperatives that led to the planning for SEED in 2000 and have continued to drive 

the program since then are to: 

1. “Identify and enrich the experience of those who can reasonably be expected to rise to the 

top of Sun Engineering's individual contributor or management ranks.

2. Engender the value of mentoring systemically across Sun Engineering. 
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3. Build the engineering community by making and strengthening connections between its 

members and with the rest of Sun. (Getting people outside of their professional and 

organizational silos...). 

4. Improve the retention of key engineering staff. 

5. Promote and increase the diversity of engineering leadership in the areas of demographics, 

professional area, and geographic location.”

Here is a brief summary of how SEED has performed in supporting these five business 

imperatives:

1. SEED has maintained mentee promotion and 

performance rates of twice that of the general Sun 

employee population.2

2. SEED has been a successful and popular program with 

33 terms offered to worldwide engineering. Participants 

join from Sun's technical areas, in Microelectronics, 

Operations, Sales, Service, Software, Systems, Storage 

and Sun Labs. Special terms have been created on request for many divisions, a major 

acquisition and a variety of geographic regions.3 48% of the SEED mentors who have 

served have been mentors more than once. 70% of SEED mentors are executives.

3. SEED Mentors have come from Finance, Human Resources, SunIT, Legal, Marketing, 

Sales, Service, and Worldwide Operations, as well as from all technical groups. Most of 

the non-engineering staff were recruited as SEED mentors at the specific request of a 

mentee who asked to learn from them. Community strength is demonstrated by the 500+ 

members of SEED's group on LinkedIn4.

4. SEED attrition measures slightly better than Sun overall. The fact that SEED mentees are 

high-potential engineering staff who are seeking something new, means they may look for 

and have more opportunities to leave the company.  So, even a little lower attrition in this 

group is a positive measure.

2 See the SEED Metrics Appendix for more details and charts.
3 See the SEED Terms Appendix for a list.
4 LinkedIn is available at http://www.linkedin.com/
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5. Women and non-US staff have taken advantage of SEED 

at a consistently higher rate than their representation in 

engineering overall. 88% or more of SEED mentoring 

pairs have worked at a distance, that is, the mentor and 

mentee are based in different cities, states, or countries.

An earlier version of the material in this paper was published as 

a series of blogs in http://blogs.sun.com/katysblog/  The section 

called Mentoring in Engineering and Computer Science was 

published as an article in the Anita Borg Institute Newsletter of 13 July 2009. 

Throughout this report are boxed quotes providing a mentor's or mentee's view of Sun mentoring:

"The opportunity to be a mentor to a newly promoted Vice President at Sun 
was a gratifying and fun experience! It gave me the chance to pass along 
so many unwritten things that I had learned 'the hard way', that I believe 
truly was a benefit to my Sun VP mentees. I also knew that by passing 
along secrets of the craft of being an Executive at Sun would also bring 
back to me the benefits of a new VP colleague who was well informed, 
engaged, and connected to how things actually get done at Sun!" 
Leslie Lambert, Vice President & Chief Information Security Officer, 
New VP Mentoring program Mentor, and 3 time SEED Mentor

"I think mentoring programs are very valuable, both for the mentors and 
the mentees. I have participated in various mentor programs at Sun many 
times. I found the VP mentoring program very helpful in getting me 
acclimated to the role of a VP at Sun. I chose as my mentor someone 
outside my normal field of experience but it turned out that we had a 
lot in common, as his work regularly brought him in contact with some of 
my staff. That connection meant that I was able to help him understand 
export control policies while he helped me understand the engineering 
community at Sun and how to influence top level Sun executives. Thus, I 
believe it was a valuable relationship for both of us." 
Cheryl Fackler Hug, Vice President, Legal, & Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer, 
New VP Mentoring program Mentee, and SEED Mentor
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2  Summary of Sun's Mentoring Programs5

SEED Mentoring@Sun New VPs

Target Group All Engineering All Sun New VPs

Year Started 2001 1996 2004

# Mentees ever 1,162 ~ 6,000 138

# Mentees/year 350 350 35

# Mentees/term 60 60 35

Formal Term 6 Months 6 Months 6 Months

Recommended
Meetings

1 to 2 hours
every two weeks

1 hour
every two weeks

Mentor 
Selection System

Demonstrated
Accomplishment

Competency Lists
& Management 

Selection

Demonstrated
Accomplishment

Paid 
Staff

2 part-time
+ trainers

1 full-time
+ part-time administrative support

+ trainers

Initial
Training

2 hours per
individual

pair

3-hour group
webinar

presented over 
two days

2 hours per
individual

pair

Objectives Community 
Building & 
Leadership 
Grooming

Staff
Development

Faster 
Transition to 

New Role

Funding CTO-funded Pay to Play

5 Information in this table is provided in greater detail throughout this report.  In particular, read the 
Examples in the Mentor Selection Systems section.
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3  Mentoring in Engineering and Computer Science

3.1  The Particular Value of Mentoring to Engineering & Computer 

Science

Mentoring is near the top of most industry and academic lists of tools that are effective at 

promoting professional development and advancement. Sun Microsystems' three worldwide 

mentoring programs use this successful business method for different purposes: 

• SEED: mentoring helps engineering leaders succeed and builds the technical community.

• New VPs: mentoring supports a faster transition to the new job role.

• Mentoring@Sun: mentoring promotes staff development.6

As a practice, mentoring works well generally and is also particularly valuable to women and 

minorities. Women and non-US staff have taken advantage of SEED's engineering-wide program at 

a consistently higher rate than their representation in the field of engineering at Sun. Mentoring 

increases effectiveness and efficiency to achieve business results. Developing a corporate culture 

of mentoring is a good way to establish a network of communication across organizational silos, 

promote a wide variety of talents, and broaden the diversity of ideas and innovation available to the 

company. 

These benefits are of special interest to engineering companies and are in addition to more 

objective productivity measures of mentoring success such as higher performance ratings, better 

retention of highly-rated staff, more promotions, and higher compensation. About mentoring and 

how it works, from Bit by Bit:7

"Although more women see lack of access to mentors and networks as a barrier to women's 

advancement, both men and women round table participants identified mentoring and 

networking as key strategies for developing and advancing all talented employees 

6 See the SEED and Mentoring@Sun Examples in the Mentor Selection Systems section for details on 
how these mentoring programs work. Also review the Summary of Sun's Mentoring Programs section.

7  Bit by Bit: Catalyst's Guide to Advancing Women in High Tech Companies (pp.6-7, in section called "Use 
Mentoring and Networks to Win", 2003). The detailed 2003 SEED Case Study that is part of Catalyst's Bit  
by Bit is in the Appendix of this report.
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...However, in general, people tend to feel more comfortable mentoring and networking 

with those like themselves. Outsiders to the organizational culture by gender, race, or other 

demographic characteristics, are then less likely to be included in those activities. ...The 

design and implementation of a formal mentoring program or the creation of a women's 

networking group are extremely useful and help to create a climate where people feel 

valued and comfortable with others different from themselves. Such programs are 

especially important in the high tech industry, where companies tend to be relatively 

young, decentralized, and career paths are not clearly defined. ...Women and men round 

table participants agreed on the importance of mentoring in which more senior and 

experienced employees provide ongoing advice about career decisions, insight about the 

political environment, and introductions into professional networks to less experienced 

colleagues."

3.2  Why Engineering Mentoring?

Why is SEED an engineering mentoring program? How is mentoring different in engineering and 

computer science than in other professional areas? The answer reflects experience from a variety of 

worldwide mentoring programs throughout Sun, from areas as diverse as: Finance, Human 

Resources, Information Technology Operations, Legal, Marketing, Sales, Service, and Worldwide 

Operations, as well as throughout engineering (Microelectronics, Software, Sun Laboratories, 

Systems, and Storage).

The mechanism of a mentoring program is about the same regardless of the professional area that 

is using it.8 Key mentoring program elements (Process, Training and Educational Materials, 

Management and Web Tools, and Staff) should be able to support a wide variety of participants 

from many cultures. 

The seniority and number of the participants are more important differentiators in picking a mentor 

selection system than is the profession of the group that is to use it. Specifically, a Demonstrated 

Accomplishment type of mentor selection system will be more appropriate and effective for 

executive staff than a Self-identified Competency system. However, a Self-identified Competency 

system can scale to support a much larger group than a Demonstrated Accomplishment system.9 

8 See the SEED and Mentoring@Sun Examples in the Mentor Selection Systems section for details on 
how these mentoring programs work.

9 For more on this, read the section of this report on Mentor Selection Systems. 
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To be effective, program sponsorship, priorities and goals, scope, training focus, and management 

style should be appropriate to the professional area the mentoring program is supporting. So, if the 

mentoring program mechanism is about the same, what is different about mentoring in an 

engineering group, compared to a Marketing group in the same company? Using the SEED 

program as an example of a long-term successful engineering mentoring program: 

• Program Sponsorship:

⁃ SEED mentees all work for Sun Microsystems in engineering and computer science and 

the program has been sponsored by Greg Papadopoulos, Sun's CTO and Executive Vice 

President of Research and Development since it was rolled out in 2001. If SEED had an 

executive sponsor in Human Resources or Marketing, it would lack credibility with 

many Engineers. Greg is a successful, respected thought leader and role model. His 

visible, active, and specific endorsement encourages participation and gives even the 

most conservative Engineer permission to stretch themselves into considering 

mentoring. Greg clearly has skin in the game. 

For example, on 15 October 2008, Jonathan Schwartz (Sun's CEO and President) and 

Greg Papadopoulos distributed a brief video on Sun's internal home page. During their 

discussion, Jonathan asked Greg what advice he would offer a newly hired Engineer or 

technologist at Sun. Greg's first recommendation was that such a new technologist seek 

out the senior Engineers (Distinguished Engineers and Principal Engineers) as masters of 

their craft, then work with them as mentors through a mentoring program such as CTO's 

SEED.

• Priorities and Goals:

⁃ SEED's program priorities are: 

1. Increase the value, satisfaction, and retention of program mentees and mentors. 

2. Build Sun's engineering community by making and strengthening connections 

between its members and with the rest of Sun. 

3. Work to balance the diversity of mentees in terms of demographics, professional 

area, and geographic location. 10

The context of the engineering community is key here. It bounds the SEED program and 

defines its organizational character. Sun's Chief Technologist's Office pays for the SEED 

10 See the SEED Metrics Appendix for performance details and charts.
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program, including mentoring partnership training costs, as a benefit to engineering 

worldwide. Compare this to the Mentoring@Sun program, started in 1996 as a general 

Sun-wide mentoring program. Mentoring@Sun is available to all Sun business and 

technical areas if an executive is willing to sponsor and pay for the program. 

The SEED program was started by Sun in 2001 to address engineering organization 

needs that were not met by Mentoring@Sun. That is, SEED is an internal mentoring and 

leadership growth program designed to meet the needs of a key professional area, 

running in parallel with a more general internal program. Both SEED and 

Mentoring@Sun are effective at making connections between organizational silos, what 

Helen Gracon calls cross-pollinating. 11

• Scope:

⁃ SEED mentors can be from any part of Sun so long as they are at principal-level or 

above in seniority. (Principal-level is an industry term indicating a high seniority rank 

below executive.) SEED mentees, however, must all be working in Sun Engineering, 

that is defined as: 

"Engineering - Hardware and software engineering positions where the primary job 

purpose is to perform engineering research, design, and development activities 

resulting in innovative Sun products for external customers. Also included are staff 

positions providing strategic support to engineering research, design, and 

development activities." 

The engineering professional context provides specific program boundaries: only these 

positions are included, others are not. (This would sound like inappropriate exclusivity if 

engineering did not make up about half of Sun's employees.)

• Training Focus:

⁃ A formal mentoring program should offer training that helps the mentors and mentees 

feel comfortable from the start and work well together for the entire term. Training is 

particularly important in special cases, such as when mentor and mentee work in 

different professional areas (Microelectronics and Finance, for example), have a wide 

gap in their relative experience or seniority (such as a Senior Director mentoring a recent 

college hire Member of the Technical Staff), are working at a distance (for 88% of 

11  For more on this, read the section Internal or External Mentoring Program?
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SEED mentoring pairs, the mentor and mentee work in different cities, states, or 

countries), or come from diverse cultures. 

SEED offers two hours of individual training (almost always by phone) for each 

mentoring pair. Each pair training is tailored to their strengths and challenge areas. The 

geek personality is common enough that Sun's mentoring training materials have a 

special section for engineering. Engineers are professional problem solvers who are 

usually smart, analytical, logical thinkers. Sometimes it can be a stretch for them to see 

the other person's point of view. Many of them do not suffer fools. Mentoring training 

for geeks may focus on teaching how to disagree agreeably and learning when problem 

solving may not be what is needed or wanted by their mentoring partner. Many 

Engineers prefer a training style and content that is more data-driven than based in 

emotional intelligence.12

Mentoring@Sun has for many years used webinars (web-based group seminars) for 

training. Sun's New VP mentoring program uses personalized pair training similar to 

what is offered by SEED. Mentoring@Sun and SEED share mentoring facilitation 

training materials (updated annually). 

• Management Style:

⁃ Managing an engineering mentoring program requires communicating well and 

maintaining trust with Engineers. SEED is a prestigious leadership grooming program, 

so the decision of which applicants get accepted can be controversial. The selection 

system must be transparent: fair and seen to be fair. SEED has a 44% selection rate.13 

Selection criteria for SEED are based on the values of the engineering community.

12 See Wikipedia on “Emotional intelligence” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emotional_intelligence
13 See the SEED Metrics Appendix for more details and charts.
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⁃ Preferred accomplishment areas are:

Earning more than one 
"1-Superior” annual 
performance rating in the last 
three years

Papers, patents, presentations, 
publications

Experience in open source, 
industry standards 
development, architectural 
review, mentoring

Demonstrated leadership Demonstrated technical 
excellence

Demonstrated creative ability

Enthusiasm shown in SEED 
application (by both applicant 
and their manager), persistence 
in applying to SEED

Completing a PreSEED term 
and having the 
recommendation of that 
PreSEED mentor.

Earning the excellent opinion 
of senior staff or executives 
(who submit recommendation 
letters in support)

Ability to communicate Work history

Applicants are expected to excel in many but not all of these areas. Many of SEED's 

program selection criteria are also reflected in job promotion criteria for engineering 

staff. Sun Engineering has an egalitarian open door culture that values data-driven 

decisions and a transparent management style. While respecting confidentiality, SEED 

routinely makes a great deal of program information available to Sun Engineering. 

SEED program participants regularly contribute suggestions on how to improve the 

program and its web tools.

3.3  What is the Geek Personality?

This is a brief digression into the personal and social context of Engineers because these have such 

a strong influence on mentoring in engineering. While Sun Engineering staff includes a broad 

range of personalities, there are some unusual concentrations. SEED mentoring training includes 

information on Myers-Briggs-style personality types. A discussion about personality types 

provides a good context and vocabulary for mentoring pairs to discuss differences and 

commonalities, promote mutual understanding, and give them warning about how they may drive 

each other crazy. (This part of training is skipped for staff who think the use of personality types is 

Psychology black magic.) 

In the past, Sun offered personality assessments as part of its regular career coaching benefit. In 

2002, Sun used a survey to collect information from 143 Sun Engineering staff about their formally 

assessed personality type. While not a statistically valid sample, it is nonetheless interesting: 
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• 59% of the Sun Engineering staff reported that they had been assessed as I (introvert) 

About 50% of the US population are I (introvert) 

• 66% of the Sun Engineering staff reported that they were NT (intuitive thinkers) 

Only about 10% of the US population are NT (intuitive thinkers) 

(Yes, this does mean that Engineers are abnormal, statistically at least.) Of sixteen available 

personality types, the two reported as a best fit by the largest number were:

• 24% of the Sun group were INTP - Introversion, Intuition, Thinking, Perception

(versus about 4% of the US population)

“INTP types are quiet, thoughtful, analytical individuals who enjoy spending long periods 

of time on their own, working through problems and forming solutions. They are curious 

about systems and how things work.”14

• 19% of the Sun group were INTJ - Introversion, Intuition, Thinking, Judgment

(versus about 3% of the US population)

“INTJs are analytical individuals. Like INTPs they are more comfortable working alone 

than with other people, and they tend to be less sociable than other types. ... They tend to 

be pragmatic and logical individuals, often with an individualistic and creative bent. They 

have a low tolerance for spin or rampant emotionalism.”15

Introverts have been defined as "people who find other people tiring" (from the article "Caring for 

Your Introvert" by Jonathan Rauch, The Atlantic, March 2003). A t-shirt popular with Engineers 

says "You read my t-shirt. That's enough social interaction for one day."16  SEED works hard to 

make its communications comfortable for an introverted group. For example, SEED describes 

expected interactions in detailed instructions, process documents, and flow charts.

One analysis of downside to being an introvert is that: 

"In our extrovertist society, being outgoing is considered normal and therefore desirable, a 

mark of happiness, confidence, leadership. Extroverts are seen as bighearted, vibrant, 

warm, empathic. 'People person' is a compliment. Introverts are described with words like 

14 From “INTP” article in Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/INTP
15 From “INTJ” article in Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/INTJ
16 See this and other examples of popular engineering sayings at Think Geek, http://www.thinkgeek.com/ .
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'guarded,' 'loner,' 'reserved,' 'taciturn,' 'self-contained, private' - narrow, ungenerous words, 

words that suggest emotional parsimony and smallness of personality. Female introverts, I 

suspect, must suffer especially. In certain circles, particularly in the Midwest, a man can 

still sometimes get away with being what they used to call a strong and silent type; 

introverted women, lacking that alternative, are even more likely than men to be perceived 

as timid, withdrawn, haughty." (Ibid, 2003 article by Jonathan Rauch) 

For more on Social Context, Gender, and Mentoring, see the section of this report on Picking Your 

Mentor, Picking Your Mentee. 

3.4  Finding Mentors for Engineering 

Since 2001, SEED has matched almost 1,200 mentoring pairs; 70% of the mentors were executives 

(Directors, Vice Presidents, Distinguished Engineers, Principal Engineers, Fellows, etc.). Taking 

out the PreSEED participants (who are not eligible for executive mentors by program design), the 

average number of SEED executive mentors rises to 79%. SEED gets an average of 90% mentee 

satisfaction rating on its quarterly reports, year after year.17 What do these executive mentors look 

for in mentees? Why do so many find SEED to be such a satisfying program? 

Most of the questions mentors ask when discussing a potential mentee are structural, about: 

• Availability

• Time commitment required to participate

• Potential areas of difficulty (like being in the same management chain, or speaking 

different primary languages)

• Physical or time zone proximity. 

Many potential mentors also ask more substantive questions, about intellectual common ground, 

interests, and personal compatibility. Somewhere in this mix is usually "Why me? What does this 

person want to know that I am uniquely able to teach?" 18

17 See the SEED Metrics Appendix for more details and charts.
18 For more on mentor questions and preferences, and how Mentor Wish Lists are created, read the section 

Picking Your Mentor, Picking Your Mentee.
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Notice that relatively few mentor questions are about the content or topics requested in the 

mentee's learning goals. SEED mentors have come from almost every professional area in Sun 

worldwide. Most of the non-engineering staff were recruited as SEED mentors at the specific 

request of a mentee who asked to learn from them. (In two 2009 terms for Global Sales and Service 

mentees, only 35% of the 77 mentors were also from GSS. The rest came from Sun Engineering, 

Legal, Finance, SunIT, Sun Federal, and Workplace Resources.) Sun's General Counsel (the most 

senior lawyer) was originally recruited as a mentor because a Software Engineer wanted to learn 

more from his success as a business leader. Here is Mike Dillon's description of that experience:

"I must admit that when I was asked by an engineer to serve as a mentor, I 
was somewhat surprised. After all, what learnings could an attorney 
provide to a member of our technical community? However, I have found 
through the process of working with each SEED mentee that there are many 
things that I could share, for example, about problem solving, leadership, 
organizational management and also providing a more global perspective of 
our business. Equally important, I found that through participating in 
SEED, I gained tremendous insight into key technical projects and 
developed a better understanding of the challenges our engineers face. 
These insights have helped me to be much more effective in my legal role." 
Mike Dillon, Sun Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary, 
6-time SEED mentor, and New VP Mentor

 A Finance Vice President was recruited by SEED because a Systems Program Manager wanted a 

mentor who professionally understood financial planning, revenue and cost management. Sun 

Microsystems is an engineering-driven company, so most non-engineering staff are eager to help 

(as well as extend their own connections in engineering). 

It seems that the more experienced or senior a mentor is, the more willing they are to discuss a 

broad range of topics. It is usually the more junior mentors who question their breadth of ability or 

the value of their experience outside of their immediate area of professional expertise. The mentors 

who seem to get the most out of their SEED experience are the executives. One Software Vice 

President said that his hour with his mentee was his vacation, the only time all week when he knew 

the answers. Another Software VP reported that he always looked forward to meeting with his 

mentee: it was his only non-confrontational meeting. This positive experience is reflected in 

SEED's metrics for repeat mentor participation and the high percentage of executive participation: 

• 48% of the 474 mentors who have served have been mentors more than once. 

This includes principal-level senior staff plus executives. 
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• 78% of those repeat mentors are executives (178 out of 228). 

54% of executive mentors have served more than once. 19

A Marketing Vice President wrote in evaluation of his sixth SEED mentoring experience: "This 

continues to be a great program and I get a lot out of it -- possibly more than the mentees." 

"The significance of mentoring increases the higher one goes in the 
management hierarchy, for the very reason that one's influence and impact 
is broader reaching at the Director and VP levels. The nature of the 
mentoring is also up-leveled and it is more about leadership issues than 
just tactics as is typical with starting employees. There is an 
opportunity to provide insight and context about the bigger picture of the 
company, and compare and contrasts the strategies, cultural differences
and success metrics across different companies in the industry. A lot of 
benefits come from the informal connections and cross-functional bonds 
that get created through the interaction with Directors/VPs from other 
parts of the company. I personally took delight in every such mentoring 
engagement that came my way and certainly made some lasting friendships as 
a result of these.” 
Sunil Joshi, Senior Vice President, Custom Designs & Tools, Microelectronics

"Feedback from the Mentees has been universally positive and the 
relationships have gone on well beyond the end of the program. What was 
unanticipated was how much learning I benefited from the relationship.” 
Crawford Beveridge, Executive Vice President and Chairman, EMEA, APAC and the Americas (former 
Executive Vice President People and Places and Chief Human Resources Officer), 
4-time New VP Mentor, Sponsor with Greg Papadopoulos in 2000 of the original SEED design project

19 See the SEED Metrics Appendix for more details and charts.
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4  Formal vs. Informal Mentoring

One of the common questions about the SEED engineering mentoring program is about formal 

versus informal mentoring. In eight years, SEED has developed into a formal system with 

published processes, metrics, and web tools. However, as in most companies, Sun staff also 

benefits from many informal mentoring relationships. At Sun, there are at least three times the 

number of undocumented informal mentoring pairs as there formal mentoring pairs. 

Whether the mentee is a junior Engineer just out of the university (a New College Hire) looking to 

learn basics from someone one or two grades above them, or an already-accomplished technical 

star who wants to learn even more working with a world-class master of her craft, mentoring is a 

key tool. In as much as the experience, scope of understanding, and perspective of the mentor 

informs, inspires, and strengthens the mentoring experience, benefiting from the most senior 

mentor available is important. Because a structured formal program makes it easier for executive 

mentors to participate, such a program also makes the wisdom of executive mentors more available 

longer-term to a larger and more diverse group of mentees. 

Style and Focus are the two main benefits of a formal mentoring program. 

4.1  Style

Style means the personal manner, preferences, and comfort in communicating between the mentor 

and the mentee. Even in professional or corporate circumstances, mentoring requires a personal 

relationship and commitment that can be harder to initiate and maintain in an informal 

environment, particularly when the mentor is much more senior than the mentee (as is the case in 

most SEED relationships).

For the mentee: 

Some people are comfortable with marketing themselves, for example, they are confident 

enough to call up a potential mentor and just ask for time. Others find this approach too 

bold, or they may be too modest or private to approach a senior or accomplished person in 

this way. A structured mentoring program can be of great value to someone who is not 

comfortable marketing herself cold to a potential mentor. 
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Gender and cultural issues come into this as well: for example, a woman who wants to be 

mentored by a senior man may be concerned about how he would interpret her direct 

request, or in a strongly hierarchical national culture, a junior staff member may feel it is 

not her place to ask for mentoring from someone outside of her management. She may be 

rightly concerned about how her immediate management would respond to her making 

such a direct request. Knowing that her own manager has formally approved her 

participation in mentoring (that this professional development program is part of her day 

job) is empowering. 

For the mentor: 

Some potential mentors are comfortable being approached by junior staff asking for 

mentoring but others may find such a request offensively direct (inappropriate, pushy or 

arrogant). Also, the more senior a person is, the more valuable her time is. In particular, 

senior executives need to make the best use they can of their very limited time. SEED is 

run for the convenience of the mentors and is set up to make it as comfortable as possible 

for executives to participate. 

A popular or famous executive may get too many requests for informal mentoring to 

evaluate the benefit and circumstances of each one, so she ends up rejecting all, or just 

spending a little time with each, or only accepting requests from people she already knows. 

The executive may never have been a mentor and is not sure how to proceed (and doesn't 

feel comfortable admitting this). A formal program that includes training may get the 

mentor started, to the advantage of her mentee, the company as a whole, and her own 

understanding. 

By evaluating and validating potential mentees in advance, a formal mentoring program 

can save time and avoid mismatches as well as avoiding the awkwardness or 

embarrassment of a potential mentor rejecting or discouraging promising junior staff 

members because of lack of time (or just feeling rushed). 

In a program such as SEED, all mentor-mentee matches are made privately. That is, the mentee 

submits to SEED a prioritized Mentor Wish List of potential mentors with whom they would like 

to work with detailed reasons for preferring each one.20 The SEED program staff act as brokers, 

20 See the section Picking Your Mentor, Picking Your Mentee for more on creating a Mentor Wish List
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providing a buffer between potential mentor and mentee. SEED gives potential mentors ample 

validated background information on the potential mentee (that is, information that the potential 

mentor can trust) and allows them time to consider the offer.21 Many mentors who would reject a 

direct approach will accept a mentee when given well-selected information and an opportunity for 

reflection.

4.2  Focus

In the SEED formal mentoring program, the mentee's manager advocates for her staff member to 

join the program. The manager also makes an explicit time commitment for her staff member to be 

in the program. That up-front awareness highlights the mentee's strengths and often means that the 

manager has a better focus, understanding, and value of her staff member. (When it is time for 

annual evaluation or, unfortunately in these difficult economic times, lay off decisions, it can be 

truly to the advantage of the SEED mentee that her management has seriously considered her 

capabilities and value while writing a recommendation letter.) 

Informal mentoring usually does not require this kind of commitment or focus by the mentee's 

manager. Once the mentee enters the program, her new mentor (who for over 70% of SEED 

mentees is an executive) also gains a greater appreciation and understanding of the mentee's work. 

Metrics: 

The SEED program regularly collects and evaluates these performance and success metrics: 

• Satisfaction (of mentee, mentor, and mentee's manager) 

• Participation (number of applicants, number of managers who have had more than one 

direct report in the program, number of mentees returning as mentors, number of mentors 

who return term after term, etc.) 

• Diversity (demographic, geographic, professional area) 

• Promotion Rate (compared to Sun overall and Sun Engineering) 

• Annual Performance Evaluation (percentage of 1-Superior ratings, compared to Sun overall 

and Sun Engineering) 

21 See the SEED and Mentoring@Sun Examples in the Mentor Selection Systems section for details on 
how these mentoring programs work.
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• Attrition (voluntary and involuntary) 

These metrics enable understanding of how program participants and Sun as a whole benefit from 

SEED. Because of the nature of informal mentoring, such metrics are difficult to collect, 

particularly in an active work environment. This lack of specific or trend information makes 

improvement and valuation of informal mentoring almost impossible. 

How it works: 22

The individual and positive focus by management on a mentee entering a formal mentoring 

program is often enhanced by the work of the mentoring pair once the term gets going. Most SEED 

mentee and mentor pairs report talking about the following topics: 

• Regular projects/work 

• Joint special projects 

• Setting goals (short/long term) 

• Finding the best path to success 

• Homework from mentor: people to contact, reading material, etc. 

• Industry current events/trends in technology 

• Sun strategy/products/current events 

• Soft skills development (negotiating, public speaking, conflict management, etc.) 

• Career development 

• Personal development 

By spending six or more months focused on these topics in discussion with a talented executive or 

senior staff member, SEED participants improve their value to Sun. In the quarterly feedback 

reports, mentees report that participation in the SEED program positively influenced the following: 

• Greater understanding of Sun's overall architecture, strategy, or business direction 

• Better career direction 

• Broader network of contacts (peer or executive) 

• Increased visibility, within or outside work group 

22 See the SEED and Mentoring@Sun Examples in the Mentor Selection Systems section for details on 
how these mentoring programs work.
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Another aspect of Focus is geographic proximity. 88% or more of SEED mentoring pairs have 

worked at a distance, that is, the mentor and mentee are based in different cities, states, or 

countries. It is harder to make and maintain informal connections when the mentor and mentee are 

not local to each other. In a global workforce, potential mentees may work in an area where there 

are no senior staff available to mentor them. In their case, being mentored at a distance is their only 

choice. If only informal mentoring is available, promising staff who do not work at headquarters or 

at other large sites may not get mentored. A formal mentoring program allows potential mentors to 

focus on a broader group of potential mentees, not just those who work near them. 

4.3  Informal Mentoring

Despite the strong benefits of formal mentoring, there are some advantages to informal mentoring: 

• Informal mentoring has the advantage of a quick start-up (no application forms) and less 

overhead in managing the relationship. 

• Informal mentoring may be more appropriate for peer mentoring in which hierarchy is less 

of an issue. 

• Informal mentoring may work better than formal mentoring for short-term task-based 

learning ("how do I do this?") if that is the goal (as opposed to long-term professional 

growth and change). 

• Informal mentoring is less expensive to provide because program staff, tools, tracking and 

communication are not needed. However, this benefit must be balanced against the long-

term cost to the organization of not taking full advantage of executive mentoring 

capabilities available through formal mentoring. 

• Because informal mentoring requires no administration, it scales - that is, many more can 

participate. 

Mentoring of any kind (formal or informal) may not be the best solution for remedial learning, 

needed by staff members who are not meeting management expectations. Informal mentoring 

shares a key place with formal mentoring: both are important tools for professional development. 

An individual who wants to see what mentoring can do (as either a mentee or mentor) may get a 

better start within the structure of a formal program. An organization that wants to build or nurture 

a mentoring culture should plan to encourage the use of both formal and informal mentoring. 
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5  Internal or External Mentoring Program?

5.1  Benchmarking: 

Since 1996, Sun has learned about many successful ways of mentoring both inside of Sun and more 

generally. Sun's mentoring staff are often contacted with questions by other companies with 

internal programs, companies offering mentoring as a product for sale, non-profit organizations, 

and academic administrators or faculty. Sun mentoring program leaders compare notes and 

benchmark not only each other but against external-to-Sun professionals who run mentoring 

programs. 

"Benchmarking" implies comparison and measurement of one system, process, or product and its 

performance against another. Benchmarking assumes that there is a standard for excellence or set 

of best practices against which to compare. In mentoring, each program must be tailored to the 

organization it serves. SEED has been called an industry best practice program but, as has been 

found each time SEED extended into a new area of service, even best practices must be optimized 

for particular circumstances.23 

In addition to collecting information about other mentoring programs, Sun also transfers it to 

others. An example: In 2006, Katy Dickinson set up a Grace Hopper Celebration panel called 

"Mentoring by the Numbers: Research and results drive mentoring programs that last" featuring 

Carol Muller (founder of MentorNet) and Mary Jean Harrold (who created a technical 

infrastructure for women faculty at Georgia Tech) in addition to Katy Dickinson.24

5.2  Internal or External Mentoring Program? 

Sun is often contacted by companies researching alternatives after they have had a poor experience 

with an external mentoring company. Sun has found since 1996 that internal mentoring programs 

have a longer and costlier start-up time but will probably be less expensive and more effective in 

23 See the section called Best Practices for Mentors for more information.
24  The National Center for Women & Information Technology published Practices papers on MentorNet, 

SEED, and the Georgia Tech mentoring programs. The NCWIT SEED study is in the Appendix. Also in 
2006, Carol Gorski (then a Sun Human Resources Director) and Katy Dickinson gave a presentation 
called "5 Years of Mentoring by the Numbers" at the TechLeaders Workshop associated with the 2006 
Hopper Conference. 
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the long run. External programs have a lower start-up time and cost but are likely to be more 

expensive long term. 

Mentoring programs are either internal (developed and managed inside of a company, university, 

or other institution), external, or a combination of the two. SEED and Mentoring@Sun are 

examples of internal corporate mentoring programs. Mentor Resources25 is an example of an 

external company of good reputation that sells mentoring as a service or product. Some 

organizations combine the two, starting off with an external program as a boost to help develop 

their internal program. 

Key areas to compare when deciding on whether to have an internal or external program are: Cost 

(Start-up and Maintenance) and Ownership & Control, specifically: 

Cost (Start-up and Maintenance) 26

• The cost of any mentoring program must be balanced by its benefits if the program is to 

continue in use. SEED's priorities are to: 

1. Increase the value, satisfaction, and retention of program mentees and their mentors. 

2. Build Sun's engineering community by making and strengthening connections between its 

members and with the rest of Sun. 

3. Work to balance the diversity of mentees in terms of demographics, professional area, and 

geographic location. 27

• Internal mentoring programs cost more to start up because the organization has to think through 

what is wanted and what will fit, and then develop key program elements: Process, Training and 

Educational Materials, Management and Web Tools, and Staff. For example: SEED's 

development took a design team, a marketing team, a metrics team, and a content team working 

for a year. After the kick off, many of those original team members continued to participate in 

the program as mentors or team members. One Distinguished Engineer on the design team went 

on to be a five-time SEED mentor. That is, SEED's design process created both the program 

itself, a group of dedicated evangelists, and the organizational buy-in to make it successful. 

SEED was set up to be a long-term program. 

25 Mentor Resources information: http://www.mentorresources.com/ 
26 See “Calculating ROI for Mentoring” in the Mentoring in Good Times and Bad section of this report for 

specifics on the Return on Investment for mentoring.
27 See the SEED Metrics Appendix for performance details and charts.
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• Once an internal program is running, there is little ongoing cost other than staffing (and the 

mentoring pair's time). Internal program costs can be managed to match company requirements, 

going up in good times (for example, paying for travel for mentoring pairs working at a distance 

who may not otherwise meet) or turned way down if company circumstances so require. 

• External mentoring companies offer expertise, plus existing processes and tools - all needed for 

success and all taking years to develop. Externally-provided mentoring programs are cheaper 

and easier to start. However, costs may be much higher than anticipated and contracted 

payments may be substantial (and continue as long as the program is used). Bringing in an 

outside group may also require significant internal marketing for the program to succeed. 

• In costing out any mentoring program, consider what internal support staff are required. Privacy 

and confidentiality laws and practices will limit information access of an external company, so 

Human Resources support will be required whether the program is internal or external. Also, 

communications require insider information, so a program manager (possibly plus 

administrative staff) may have to be assigned whether the program is internal or external. 

• Mentoring@Sun started as an internal program provided by an outside vendor in 1992 but Sun's 

experience was unsatisfactory. Helen Gracon was hired in 1996 and she turned Mentoring@Sun 

into an effective internal mentoring program. A second external company was later tried, with 

similar negative results. 

• The SEED program was developed by Sun to address engineering organization needs unmet by 

Mentoring@Sun. That is, SEED is an internal mentoring and leadership growth program 

focused on a key professional area, running in parallel with a more general internal program. 

• The cost of any mentoring program may be offset by reduced cost in other areas. For example, 

the SEED program has improved retention (reducing staff replacement costs) and SEED 

mentees as a group earn more promotions and higher performance ratings than Sun overall 

(measures of improved productivity). Diversity programs may also benefit from being 

associated with mentoring. For example, Women and non-US staff have for many years taken 

advantage of the SEED program at a consistently higher rate than their representation in 

engineering. 

Ownership & Control 

• Strength in a mentoring culture develops over time. The program may start off small (SEED had 

just 32 mentees in its first term in 2001) but will grow as mentors, mentees, and managers 
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experience good value. SEED now runs eleven overlapping terms annually with up to fifty pairs 

per term. Over time, mentoring experience can be written into staff development goals and 

become part of expectations for leadership growth. SEED was started as a New College Hire 

mentoring program supporting just two Sun divisions. It now offers four kinds of terms (new 

hires, established staff, PreSEED for junior staff, and special pilots) and supports Sun 

Engineering staff worldwide. 

• Mentoring programs benefit from recommendations by happy mentees, mentors, or managers. 

Managers and mentees may return as mentors. About 25% of current SEED mentors were 

originally SEED mentees. Participants develop a feeling of ownership: program completion 

becomes a matter of pride. SEED references show up on resumes, in blogs, and in promotion 

justification statements. 

• Another benefit of program ownership is flexibility and the opportunity to tailor mentoring 

practices to the culture and information of the organization. With an internal program, the 

company keeps and controls its competency and knowledge of the program. The company can 

integrate an internal program into its staff development goals and it can make internal/private 

information (such as annual performance review scores) part of the program. 
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6  Mentor Selection Systems

The most common formal mentor selection systems used inside and outside of Sun are:

1. Mentee evaluates potential mentors' Demonstrated Accomplishments, experience, 

personality, capabilities, and skills, then creates a prioritized list of preferred mentors. 

Mentoring program staff approaches mentors on behalf of mentees. 

2. In a Self-identified Competency System, mentors and mentees are presented with lists of 

competencies (sometimes including key experiences they may have had)28 from which to 

select. The mentor-mentee match is based on what was selected.29 Mentee approaches 

potential mentors directly. 

3. Assignment of mentors by management. 

4. A combination of the options above.

SEED and the New VP's mentoring programs use Demonstrated Accomplishment selection 

systems. Mentoring@Sun uses a combination of Self-identified Competency lists and assignment 

of mentors by management. There have been Sun mentoring programs that used a Self-identified 

Competency list-based system providing self-service mentor-mentee matching but those programs 

did not last longer than eighteen months. Their major problem was that mentees were not satisfied 

with the mentor selection offered. Also, many did not feel comfortable making their own match.

6.1  Self-identified Competency Systems

In the Appendix is a short description of the concept of cognitive bias, important in mentor 

selection because people are often bad at knowing what they are good at. Most mentor selection 

systems rely on Self-identified Competency lists. Competency lists vary widely depending on the 

context and goals of the mentoring program. Some examples: 

• Negotiation 

• Customer Focus 

28  What this report calls a Self-identified Competency selection system, Peg Boyle Single and Carol Muller 
of MentorNet call "Bi-directional Matching" in the chapter "When Email and Mentoring Unite" in 
Creating Mentoring and Coaching Programs from the ASTD In Action Series, by Phillips and Stomei, 
2001.

29 See the Mentoring@Sun Example in this section for more.
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• Building Trust 

• Listening Effectively 

• Strategic Decision Making 

• Selling the Vision 

• Building Successful and Effective Dispersed Teams 

• Technology Impact Assessment 

• Working Across Cultures 

• Network Design and Architecture 

• Problem Solving

Those using a Self-identified Competency Selection System should be aware of cognitive bias as it 

may get in the way of finding a good match. That is, neither the mentee nor the potential mentor 

can be fully objective in assessing strengths and weaknesses (competencies), so the match will to 

some extent be based on a false compatibility evaluation. However, the seemingly-objective way in 

which the match was made (how can you go wrong picking from a list?) may mask selection errors 

until they are demonstrated in experience, sometimes frustrating both mentor and mentee. 

Competency lists can be used to control the scope of learning in a mentoring program. So, if a Vice 

President wants to direct her organization to learn more about working with virtual or dispersed 

teams, she could pick a list of competencies that had to do with that skill area, thus encouraging 

mentor and mentee to discuss the desired topic. This may limit the scope of discussions (that can 

be good or bad, depending on what the program sponsor and participants are looking for). 

Controlling competency scope will also limit which mentors are considered (or available). A 

requirement for shared professional context will reduce the potential for mentor-mentee matches 

and learning between professional organizations. Some mentees and mentors will find the preferred 

discussion topic too simplistic and may either break off their relationship or ignore the sponsor-

preferred topic limitations. 

When the competencies are specific to a particular job or profession, a Self-identified Competency 

Selection system works best when the mentor and mentee share a professional context and interpret 

the competency lists similarly. For example, if both mentor and mentee are in SunIT, they will 

understand the competency "Identity Services" to mean "experience with the design and 

implementation of a multi-level identity/authorization strategy" but someone in Marketing 
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Communications would probably interpret "Identity Services" as having to do with branding, 

image, and corporate identity management. The professional context may also be one of seniority. 

If the mentor and mentee are both Vice Presidents, they are likely to share an interpretation at a 

higher organizational level. This shared interpretation is less likely if the mentor is a Vice President 

but the mentee is a junior Engineer. Shared context is less important when the competencies are 

soft skills, such as negotiating, public speaking, conflict management, etc. 

6.2  An Example of Competency-based Selection and Mentor 

Matching from the Mentoring@Sun Program30

A Mentoring@Sun program term is usually drawn from one intact work group or functional area. 

Before the term starts, the executives who are sponsoring it identify competencies and experiences 

relevant for their employees. The executives can pick from a standard list or add competencies and 

experiences that are specific to their area. The list for each term is programmed into a web tool 

created for Mentoring@Sun. The executives also pick a small group of dedicated senior managers 

and Directors (Group Mentors) who will evangelize the program, recruit the mentors, and use the 

web tool to make the mentor-mentee matches.

During enrollment, the mentees for the term use the web tool to identify their learning goals. It is 

recommended but not required that each mentee review her professional development plans or 

have a development discussion with her manager. The mentors and mentees enroll during the same 

period of time. Mentors pick competencies that they think they have; mentees pick competencies 

they want to develop. 

To match sixty mentors and mentees using the web tool, the Group Mentors usually meet with the 

Mentoring@Sun program manager by phone for about five hours (spread over three meetings). All 

pair matching announcements are sent out at the same time, after the three meetings are complete. 

Between meetings, the Group Mentors often have to recruit additional mentors to accommodate 

mentees who have selected unique experiences or competencies that were not on the term's list.

After the matching meetings, each mentee receives up to two candidate mentor names plus a list of 

questions for them to ask the candidate mentors to make certain the match is a good fit. Each 

30 See the SEED program selection and matching example later in this section.
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mentor is given no more than two candidate mentee names. It is up to the mentee to contact 

potential mentors. The mentee can go back for more names if the first list does not offer good fit.

After the match is final, mentoring kick-off facilitation (training) through a term-wide webinar is 

recommended. Mentors and mentees meet for one hour every two weeks, for six months. Time can 

be scheduled in larger or smaller chunks, depending on preferences and schedules. A regular 

cadence of mentor-mentee meetings is recommended. The program offers a mid-term alignment 

conference call or a general email feedback opportunity for all of the mentors and mentees in the 

term. There is a wrap-up term-wide conference call, followed by an email on how to close the 

partnership (including a final program evaluation survey).

6.3  Demonstrated Accomplishments and SEED

SEED and the New VPs program use a system that relies on Demonstrated Accomplishments for 

mentor selection.31 Both programs are regularly given 90% or higher satisfaction ratings. 

The SEED program maintains a list of Potential SEED Mentors (over 450 now). The list includes 

the name, job title, division, and city/state/country of each potential mentor, plus links to 

biographical information such as SEED mentoring history and evaluation, personal web pages, 

blogs, executive profiles, LinkedIn professional community profiles, resumes, etc. 

The SEED program has an open list of potential mentors: any senior Sun Engineer or executive is 

eligible. SEED mentees are not limited to the choices on the Potential SEED Mentors list. About a 

third of the mentors in most terms are new to SEED and were not originally on the Potential SEED 

Mentors list. The SEED program welcomes Mentors from both the business and technical tracks: 

Distinguished Engineers, Principal Engineers, Sun Fellows, Senior Staff Engineers, Directors and 

Vice Presidents of engineering, and other senior engineers and executives from any area of Sun are 

all welcome as Mentors. Potential mentors must be at least principal level; many are at executive 

level (Director or Vice President or equivalent). In creating her Mentor Wish List, each SEED 

mentee needs to make two hard decisions: 

1. What they want to learn 

2. Who has already accomplished the kind of things they want to do 

(that is, who is already down the path that they see themselves walking) 

31 See the section Picking Your Mentor, Picking Your Mentee
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The SEED engineering mentoring program takes a long-term view and does not have a preference 

for one kind of learning over another. That is, the mentoring partnership learning does not have to 

have anything to do with the mentee's current job. 

Selecting a mentor based on Demonstrated Accomplishments is more obviously subjective than 

selection based on Self-identified Competencies. However, with SEED, there are fewer mis-

matches and greater diversity in matched pairs using Demonstrated Accomplishments. Diversity in 

SEED terms includes demographic, geographic, professional variety. By encouraging the mentee to 

discuss a broad range of topics, and providing a wide variety of mentors from which to select, 

communication is promoted across organizational, professional, and geographic silos. 

6.4  An Example of Demonstrated-Accomplishments-based 

Selection and Mentor Matching from the SEED Program32

SEED terms are offered on a regular cycle throughout the year. The preferred selection criteria and 

scope are published on Sun internal web pages.33 The program's process flow charts are also 

available on company web pages (and published in "SEED: Sun engineering enrichment & 

development" Research Disclosure Database Number 482013).34 Most SEED terms are open 

enrollment, available to anyone in Sun Engineering who falls within the program scope. Mentees 

are selected using a competitive process.

During the SEED application process, the potential mentee provides detailed background 

information by submitting an application form and resume. The applicant's manager also submits a 

confidential letter of recommendation. Additional letters of recommendation by executives may be 

required if the applicant has no annual performance ratings (as is the case of a new hire or new 

acquisition) or no 1-Superior ratings during the prior three years. These materials may be passed on 

to potential mentors if the applicant is accepted into the program. Part of the application form are 

three learning objectives plus a list of potential mentors in whom the applicant is interested. There 

32 See the Mentoring@Sun program selection and matching example earlier in this section.
33 See SEED's preferred selection criteria table in the Mentoring in Engineering and Computer Science 

section under “Why Engineering Mentoring?” 
34 "SEED: Sun engineering enrichment & development" Research Disclosure Database Number 482013,
defensive publication in Research Disclosure, Published in June 2004. This entire document is in the 
Appendix.
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is an opportunity for both of these to be revised if the applicant is accepted. All application 

materials are submitted through secure Sun internal web pages.35

After the application deadline, the Human Resources member of the SEED team verifies key 

information about each applicant (hire date, performance ratings, job grade and title). SEED has 

two mentee selection systems, depending on the kind of term. For PreSEED terms, selection is 

based on the time that the last of the required application documents was submitted. For other 

SEED terms, a selection committee picks the mentees. Depending on the term, the selection 

committee may be just the SEED staff, or it may be six or more Directors and Vice Presidents.

Selection committee members are given secure access to SEED's web pages so that they can read 

the applications during the week between the application deadline and selection date. The selection 

meeting is held by phone and takes about an hour to pick sixty mentees. The SEED program staff 

send email to all applicants and their managers on the day of the selection saying who was picked 

and encouraging managers of unsuccessful applicants to call for feedback.

After selection, the new SEED mentees-to-be have two weeks to prepare their ten-name prioritized 

Mentor Wish Lists with reasons for mentor preference.36 These lists include a revised version of 

the mentee's three learning goals. It takes time and mature consideration to work through all of this. 

Creating the Mentor Wish List is probably the hardest part of the SEED program. Once all of the 

lists have been submitted, the SEED program staff use the web tools to prepare an initial contact 

list; this takes about an hour. The working contact for each mentee is the highest priority eligible 

mentor from her Mentor Wish List. 

Once the working contact list of potential mentors is prepared, the program staff sends an 

individual "Please Respond: SEED Mentor Request" email containing information about both the 

program and the mentee to each working contact. The potential mentor is strongly encouraged to 

review the mentee's personal web page and talk with the mentee before accepting. Contacting the 

potential Mentors is a serial process. The program staff do not contact all ten potential mentors for 

a mentee in parallel. Some mentees are matched within a day of the first email going out to their 

top priority potential mentor. Others take six weeks and cycling through two Mentor Wish Lists 

before a good match is identified.

35 See the Mentoring Program Web Tools and Process section for details.
36 See the section Picking Your Mentor, Picking Your Mentee for more on creating a Mentor Wish List
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The mentee is not kept informed of each step in the match process. The mentee does not know 

which potential mentor from their Wish List is contacted. Potential mentors need to have space and 

time to consider the possibilities of a mentoring partnership without risk of offending the potential 

mentee or interfering with future communications with them or their manager. Once a mentor 

accepts a mentee, the mentee takes over all communications from the SEED team. 

In the email from the SEED program confirming the match, the mentor and mentee are invited to 

request an individual partnership facilitation session. The training takes the form of a two-hour 

phone conversation set up at the convenience of the mentor, mentee, and the trainer. After the 

match, mentors and mentees meet for one to two hours every two weeks for six months. Time can 

be scheduled in larger or smaller chunks, depending on preferences and schedules. A regular 

cadence of mentor-mentee meetings is recommended. SEED offers monthly phone-in meetings 

featuring executive speakers on technical and business topics plus two in-person meetings annually 

(with about 100 participants at each meeting). Quarterly web-based feedback reports are required 

from each mentee, mentor, and mentee's manager during the formal period of their term. 

At the official end of their SEED term, mentors and mentees are encouraged to have a formal 

conversation on whether they want to extend their meetings for a further period, or come to a close. 

Some mentoring pairs go on meeting for years while others meet only for the agreed-to six months. 

Mentees, mentors, and the mentee's manager are encouraged to continue to participate in SEED. As 

alumni, they are eligible to join all meetings and events long-term. All mentees and managers who 

are at or above principal level are asked to consider becoming a SEED mentor.  Current and alumni 

mentees, mentors, and managers inside and outside of Sun are invited to join the exclusive SEED 

group on LinkedIn to strengthen their professional connections.  That group has over 500 members.

6.5  Demonstrated Accomplishments 

vs. Self-identified Competency Selection Systems 

Given the disadvantages of a Self-identified Competency Selection System, why would a 

mentoring program use this option? Such a system is relatively easy to automate so, depending on 

how much management is involved in mentee selection and mentor matching, a Self-identified 

Competency Selection System can potentially scale to support a much larger mentee group. There 

will be more mis-matches but that risk is acceptable in some mentoring programs. For example, if 
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the program is being offered to a large group of junior staff whose potential mentors are just one or 

two seniority levels above them, the consequences of a mis-match are relatively low. 

On the other hand, if the mentees are drawn from a smaller group of high potential, highly 

promotable, high value staff who will mostly be matched with executive mentors (as is the case 

with SEED), or are solely from the executive ranks (as is the case in Sun's new Vice President 

mentoring program), the consequences from a mis-match are much greater. When the great 

majority of the mentors are executives, mis-matches are too expensive in terms of wasted time and 

potential damage to staff and program reputation. A Demonstrated Accomplishment system 

requires individualized communications consistent with the best way to work with executives 

whose time is both limited and valuable. Some program aspects can be automated (such as mentee 

and mentor application, and match tracking) but the development of each mentee's potential mentor 

list is research-intensive and most communications are personal. 

A Demonstrated Accomplishment system also needs a very senior mentoring program staff 

member to act as a broker. The broker needs to be a diplomatic but persistent communicator to help 

make a great match. It also helps if the broker is well known and has a good professional reputation 

so that potential mentors will respond promptly and provide an opportunity for the broker to tell 

them about the mentee who has requested them. Getting an executive to respond to the first email 

or even pick up the phone can sometimes be the greatest challenge in making a match.
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7  Picking Your Mentor, Picking Your Mentee

7.1  Using a Formal, Structured Approach 

Because most people have the capacity and, over time, have the opportunity to be both a mentor 

and a mentee, this section speaks to would-be-mentees as well as to potential mentors on how to 

pick their mentoring partner. Both are addressed here so that mentor and mentee can see the whole 

picture and understand how they fit into a mentoring system.37 Because of Sun's long-term success 

with formal mentoring programs, a structured approach is recommended as the best place to start.38

7.2  For the Mentee: Start with a Mentor Wish List and 

Learning Goals 

Before the mentor matching cycle starts, each SEED program mentee is asked to prepare a ten 

name Mentor Wish List that is prioritized and includes a reason why the mentee would prefer to 

work with each mentor included. Three learning goals are also part of the SEED Mentor Wish List. 

• Why ten names? 

SEED has run mentoring terms in which five names were requested but it wasn't enough: the 

SEED staff ended up going back to the mentee for more potential mentor names too many 

times. SEED has also run terms in which mentees were asked for fifteen names but since each 

name requires serious thought and research and all fifteen were rarely needed. In practice, ten 

potential mentor names seems the right number. During a mentor matching cycle for a group of 

eighty mentees, SEED usually needs to go back to only three for additional names. 

• Why prioritize potential mentors? 

First, to get the mentee-to-be to think seriously about mentor qualifications by forcing a ranked 

comparison. It takes time and mature consideration to work through all of this. Creating the 

Mentor Wish List is probably the hardest part of the SEED program; however, that advance 

thinking contributes to a more successful mentoring partnership. 

37 Specific mentor matching systems are covered in the Mentor Selection Systems section.  
38 Read more about Formal vs. Informal Mentoring in the section of that name.
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Second, the mentee's prioritization helps the program staff decide when there are many requests 

for the same mentor.39 

"Think very carefully: 'What is your goal?' - Now try and find someone who can 
get you there. And assuming you manage to get the right candidate then you 
need to be patient, understanding to their timetable and show that you 
appreciate their help and not just take for granted the assistance someone is 
offering you." (SEED Mentee in Zurich Switzerland, July 2009)

• Why require mentees to write reasons for preference? 

SEED asks for reasons for preference to answer the #1 question asked by potential mentors: 

"Why me? What does this person want to know that I am uniquely able to teach?" That is, 

before they make any decision to accept or deny, potential mentors (especially executives 

whose time is particularly valuable) want to gauge the mentee's motivation and seriousness. 

They want to see if spending six months with this mentee is a good use of time. 

SEED sends each potential mentor an email including the potential mentee's resume, three 

learning goals, plus reasons for preference. The SEED program offers additional information 

(the application form and letters of recommendation) but most matches are made based on the 

first email plus a pre-match conversation between the potential mentor and potential mentee. 

Often, the potential mentee's own words in her preference statement makes the match. Some 

mentees think to save time by providing the same reason for preference for all of their potential 

mentors. Mentor Wish Lists are returned for revision when this happens. Reasons for preference 

should be as unique as the mentors themselves and respectful of the generosity of potential 

mentors in considering the match. 

• Why require learning goals? 

The mentee's three learning goals give the potential mentor an idea of initial topics for 

discussion (where their conversations will begin). This helps the potential mentor evaluate 

whether they can help the mentee. The SEED engineering mentoring program takes a long-term 

view and does not have a preference for one kind of learning over another. That is, the 

mentoring partnership learning does not have to have anything to do with the mentee's current 

job. Some people want to learn to be better technical managers, others want to know how to get 

their ideas to customers faster. Many want to improve their soft skills: public presentation or 

speaking, negotiating, influencing, conflict management, and coaching. Still others want to 

39 See “Mentor Request Management” in the Mentoring Program Web Tools and Processes section
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improve their work and family balance and still have a great career. More general and broader 

learning goals usually work better than specific or highly technical goals. Extremely specific 

goals or requests to work on one particular project often discourage even the most accomplished 

mentor and make the mentee very difficult to match. Three examples of 3 broad learning goals: 

1. Learn more about how to lead a virtual team. 

2. Learn how to communicate with my management team. 

3. Learn how to communicate better with customers. 

1. To be engaged intellectually with senior peers. 

2. To apply my analytical skills and interests to a new and interesting area. 

3. To increase my own motivation. 

1. Diversify my knowledge by learning from individuals in other business units at Sun. 

2. How to take on more responsibility and enhance my visibility at Sun. 

3. Improve my understanding of corporate expectations from a technical leader and improve my 

leadership skills. 

"I have been very fortunate in my mentor pairing. I think this came about due 
to a couple of factors. First, I had a pretty firm idea of what I wanted to 
get out of the program. This helped guide me in my potential mentor list. It 
wasn't so much about marquee names as from whom could I best learn the things 
I wanted to learn. Second, in building the potential mentor list, I spent a 
lot of time thinking about this and making it worthwhile." 
(SEED Mentee in Alpharetta, Georgia USA, July 2009)

7.3  For the Mentee: Who Goes on Your Mentor List? 

Potential Mentors should be included on a Mentor Wish List primarily because of their 

accomplishments, experience, personality, capabilities, or skills.40 The focus of mentoring in the 

SEED program is long-term professional and technical development. It is not appropriate for a 

mentee to request a mentor with the sole aim of being hired into a specific job, securing project 

funding, or gaining a particular political advantage. 

40 For more on this "Demonstrated Accomplishment" selection system, read Mentor Selection Systems. 
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"I thought finding a mentor was the hardest part, obviously. People need to 
spend time researching and also it is good to ask around informally to other 
colleagues about potential mentors." 
(SEED Mentee in Grenoble France, July 2009)

Social Context, Gender, and Mentoring 

In addition to Demonstrated Accomplishments, many mentees seek a mentor who shares their 

social or personal context in terms of gender, race, ethnicity, shared language, nationality, or other 

demographics. These characteristics may properly be part of why a particular mentor is requested; 

however, these characteristics by themselves do not provide enough commonality for six months of 

discussions, so no one of them will be successful as the sole reason for preference. When the SEED 

program receives a Mentor Wish List containing inappropriately simplistic reasons for preference 

like "He is a very successful Chinese in Sun" or "Female Mentor in a top role in an organization", 

that list is returned to the potential mentee for expansion. 

Social and personal characteristics can be important in professional life and are appropriate topics 

for some mentor-mentee discussions. Because of their importance, SEED routinely tracks a variety 

of participant metrics, including demographics, location, and professional organization.41 

Gender in particular may have an influence on how mentors and mentees respond to mentoring 

programs. Women and non-US staff have taken advantage of the SEED program at a consistently 

higher rate than their representation in engineering overall. An excellent 2008 study called 

"Climbing the Technical Ladder: Obstacles and Solutions for Mid-Level Women in Technology" 

reported: 

"Technical employees in Silicon Valley are decidedly ethnically diverse. In fact, only 53.9 
percent of our respondents are White, while a large proportion of technical employees are 
Asian (39.1%). Technical women are more ethnically diverse than are technical men." p.14

"Women at the mid level are more likely to rate the availability of mentors and mentoring 

programs as important to retention than are men (48.7% versus 36.2%). (The gender 

difference on this item is especially wide at the entry level, where 60.6% of technical 

women point to a need for mentoring programs, compared to 39.1% of men.)" p.66 42

41 See the SEED Metrics Appendix for more details and charts.
42  The Anita Borg Institute for Women and Technology, and Michelle R. Clayman Institute for Gender 

Research, Stanford University, "Climbing the Technical Ladder: Obstacles and Solutions for Mid-Level 
Women in Technology" by Caroline Simard, Andrea Davies Henderson, Shannon K. Gilmartin, Londa 
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As reported in SEED's "5 Years of Mentoring by the Numbers"43, there are three consistent gender 

patterns with regard to mentor matching in Sun Engineering:44

• More male mentors are requested by both male and female mentees overall. 

• Female mentors seem more willing than male mentors to accept a mentee, regardless of 

gender. 

• Female mentees request twice as many female mentors on their Mentor Wish Lists as 

do male mentees. 

Some questions this has raised: 

• "Is there a substantive difference in reported satisfaction between mentees with male 

mentors and those with female mentors?" 

One of the opinions (often a seemingly-unquestioned assumption) often heard from managers of 

other mentoring programs is that women exclusively want and benefit from having mentors 

who are also women. While the SEED engineering mentoring program's data show that female 

mentees have a strong preference for female mentors, it also shows that men and women 

mentees report the same program satisfaction (90% average), regardless of their mentor's 

gender. That is, SEED's data over many years show that there is no real gender difference in 

reported satisfaction. The sample size of female mentees is smaller than the sample of males 

(this is engineering, after all); however, there is no pattern of satisfaction difference. 

• "What is the downside to special mentoring programs just for women?" 

As Dr. Ellen Spertus wrote in "Why are There so Few Female Computer Scientists?" (MIT AI 

Lab Technical Report 1315, August 1991): 

"While there is a need for affirmative action programs, they have large negative effects that 

must be considered. Even if a program does not entail lower standards for women, doubts 

are cast on a woman's qualifications in a society that already mistrusts them. Programs 

with lower qualifications may be a tactical mistake (in addition to being unjust) because 

people may be put in situations for which they are not qualified, giving them less overall 

success and self-confidence than they would have had otherwise. These negative effects 

should be weighed when considering implementing an affirmative action program." 

Schiebinger, and Telle Whitney, 2008.
43  Carol Gorski and Katy Dickinson gave a presentation called "5 Years of Mentoring by the Numbers" at 

the TechLeaders Workshop associated with the 2006 Hopper Conference. 
44 See the SEED Metrics Appendix for more details and charts.
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• Unlocking the Clubhouse 

For effective and specific suggestions on how to set up a program that supports women 

participants without the potentially negative effects of traditional affirmative action programs, 

read Unlocking the Clubhouse: Women in Computing by Jane Margolis and Allan Fisher (2001).

7.4  For the Mentee: Researching Potential Mentors 

A good background search by the mentee will result in more detail and understanding of the 

potential mentor, also resulting in a more convincing reason for preference. Many times, the 

mentee's explanation convinces the potential mentor to consider them seriously. Sometimes, it 

makes the match. Mentees should not confuse researching mentors with asking someone to be their 

mentor: these are two different steps. 

Mentor Research Steps: 

1. The mentee should start by thinking about mentoring relationships she has already had 

(personal, academic, or professional) and ask herself: What would I do the same or differently? 

Do I want a mentor who is similar or different? She should also think about what she wants to 

learn from another mentoring relationship: what need or gap does she want to fill in her 

accomplishments, experience, personality, capabilities, or skills? Are there patterns of behavior 

or performance feedback to be considered? 

2. The mentee's second step in researching potential mentors should be to ask her supervisor or 

manager for support and advice. The manager knows the mentee and has a professional stake in 

the mentee's success. Also, the mentee should ask for advice from other people who know her 

well - taking advantage of their experience, wisdom, and networks. 

3. A general search for background on the potential mentor using a public web search engine is the 

next step. In particular, the mentee should look for professional profiles on web communities 

such as LinkedIn or Plaxo45 (rather than the more social communities such as Facebook). Many 

Directors and Principal Engineers will have executive profiles prepared by their company. Most 

VPs will have such a page. The web home page of potential mentors' professional or academic 

organizations may also be a fruitful source of information. Groups such as Association for 

Computing Machinery (ACM) and IEEE offer biographies of award winners, office holders, etc. 

45 Plaxo is available at http://www.plaxo.com/
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4. In searching for mentors, it may help the mentee to go through a list of leaders or executives in 

her professional or academic area to pick out the people who have titles the mentee wants for 

herself someday. The mentee should pick out names of people who are already far down the 

career path in which she has an interest. This is like doing research for a university paper - 

hunting for leads, backtracking, looking for key words, hunting again. Mentees should expect to 

spend many hours developing a good Mentor Wish List. 

Part of creating a list of potential mentors includes considering the effect of distance. If a 

mentee requests a mentor who is many time zones apart, the mentee must also commit to doing 

everything possible to make the relationship and communications work, even at great 

inconvenience to themselves, for the duration of the term. The mentee always drives the 

mentoring partnership.

If the mentee uses up more than a few of her potential mentor list slots with very senior 

executives or contributors, she is placing bets on the availability of people who are famously 

unavailable. Having a few extremely senior executives or world-famous names on the list is 

appropriate, especially if they are people for whom the mentee feels a strong affinity, but such 

names should not make up most of the list. It may help to break the list into three sections based 

on a realistic assessment of availability: Likely, Possible, and Very Difficult.

5. The mentee's manager can provide perspective by checking the Wish List after it is complete, 

before the mentee goes into the mentor matching cycle. 

"You should define clear goals for what you want to achieve out of the 
relationship. Be ready to drive the direction of the discussions." 
(SEED Mentee based in Burlington Massachusetts USA, July 2009)

"One of the best mentoring program I have come across even though it is time 
consuming. Lucky me, my mentor is in the same city but different offices, I made 
it a point to meet up with him during our one to one session where he share lots 
of ideas with me based on his past experience. My mentor have been dishing out 
very 'real life' advice that I believe no inspirational books can impart." 
(SEED Mentee based in Singapore, July 2009)
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7.5  For the Mentor: Deciding to Become a Mentor 

"I look forward to each new mentoring term because it's an opportunity to get to 
know the front line of our employees better -- to see our executive messages, 
strategies, problems, issues and successes – through the eyes and ears of the 
people who are either most responsible or most affected by them.  during each 
term, I've learned something about sun, about my own style,or about our 
employees' culture that makes the entire experience meaningful -- hopefully for 
the mentee as much as it is for me." 
Hal Stern, Distinguished Engineer and Vice President, Global Systems Engineering, 14 time SEED Mentor
Somerset, New Jersey USA, August 2009

Since the mentee drives the relationship, the mentor is usually in the position of deciding whether 

to accept a specific mentoring proposal, rather than having to seek out a mentee. Common 

questions from mentors include: 

Why become a mentor? 

In their own words: 

• One SEED mentor who had turned down several mentee requests wrote when he did accept 

someone: "I've been struggling with this however I've (finally) decided that I want to do it. I've 

asked other people for help along these lines so I guess it's time for me to give a little back." 

• A Vice President and Sun Fellow mentor who had already served in several SEED terms wrote 

in his first email to his newest mentoring partner: "I look forward to our mentor-mentee 

relationship. This will be a good experience for both of us. I will learn some and you will learn 

some, it is up to us to make the most out of it." 

• A Distinguished Engineer wrote in his quarterly report: "This is a very worthwhile program that 

I'm pleased to be able to participate in. In the two times I've participated as a mentor I've gotten 

at least as much out of the experience as the mentee." 

• A Software Staff Engineer wrote about his second SEED mentorship: "Love the SEED program. 

Low cost to shareholders, high value to shareholders." 

• A Distinguished Engineer who is an eleven-time mentor wrote: "SEED is a great opportunity 

for both Mentor and Mentee. It opens both personal and technical doors by providing a 1-1 

context outside of normal work requirements." 
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• In addition to giving personal and professional satisfaction, becoming a mentor can help expand 

understanding and experience. Mentoring may also specifically support professional 

development in organizations where leadership is one of the criteria for evaluating promotion 

potential. 

"It's a good feeling helping people with steps in their career." 
(SEED Mentor based in Amersfoort, The Netherlands, July 2009)

"A good way of helping others 'grow' as engineers, and for you to hone your 
coaching skills." (SEED Mentor based in Grenoble, France, July 2009)

"What do mentors do?" 

The mentor recommends training and experiences, makes introductions, provides 

continuing advice, assistance and support, shares successes and failures, and evaluates 

progress. While respecting confidentiality, the mentor may communicate with the mentee's 

manager if the mentee so requests. Some mentors may work together with their mentee on 

a project. Mentors may also be asked to support the development of the mentee's soft skills 

such as public presentation/speaking, negotiating, conflict management, and coaching. 

"The new VPs are often looking for the 'unwritten' rules / expectations about 
being a VP at Sun - I'm glad to have been able to share my experiences with 
them. It's critical that new VPs get off on 'the right foot' when they step into 
their new roles - I think the mentoring program helps them do just that. I've 
had a wonderful experience (mentoring new VPs) - the relationships last long 
after the program is over.” 
Bob Worrall, Senior Vice President and Chief Information Officer, 
SEED Mentor and New VP Mentor, in Menlo Park, California USA, July 2009

"What do mentors look for in mentees?" 

• The mentor should be interested in at least some of the same work areas, problems, or projects 

as the mentee. However, working in the same broad professional area (software, 

microelectronics, sales, etc.) may or may not be an advantage to a mentoring pair. There have 

been many successful mentoring partners who shared a technical focus but were in divergent 

professional areas. Sometimes having a different specialty can be a real advantage because there 

is more to talk about and learn. 
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• Personal compatibility and commonality (with both the mentee and the mentee's manager with 

whom the mentor may need to communicate from time to time). 

• Physical proximity or time zone proximity may or may not be important. Proximity may mean 

that the mentor and mentee have offices near each other or that one of them can travel for an in-

person visit from time to time. However, while face-to-face meetings are valuable, they are not 

always possible. A great deal can be accomplished over the phone and by email (the major 

communication methods reported)46. 88% of SEED mentor-mentee pairs work at a distance (in 

difference cities, states, or countries). In a global workforce, potential mentees may work in an 

area where there are few or no senior engineering staff available to mentor them. In their case, 

being mentored "at a distance" is their only choice.

In April 2003, a mentor wrote in his quarterly SEED report: "...the impact one can make by being a 
mentor in a non-US Geo is considerably high, as per my personal experience. I 
derived a lot of satisfaction and good perspective during this mentoring 
program. Also, this Mentoring program made me think about some issues affecting 
the local engineering center, and we are working towards addressing these 
issues." 

In July 2009, a PreSEED mentee working in Japan spontaneously wrote an evaluation of his relationship with his 
mentor (who works in Israel): "I cannot thank more for his effort he put into this 
program, his frankness and openness as well as shared knowledge not only regards 
to the professional life but also the personal life. ... Though my goal was 
slightly different at the beginning of the term, learning from someone who is 
ahead in professional life, while managing his work-life balance provide me a 
new perspective. Managing balance is still challenging for me, but sharing 
similar experience about family from different point of view was and continue to 
be helpful for myself. Visiting the differences in each others' culture starting 
from the calendar was, for me an exotic experience and continue to be 
interesting one. I am looking forward to continuing our relationship."

• Availability (if the mentor is a senior executive or a manager with a large staff, she will have 

less time). 

• Potential conflicts of interest or areas of discomfort with the mentee or the mentee's manager 

(for example, it may be a problem if the mentor and mentor are in the same management chain, 

or if there are close personal relationships). Mentor and mentee should talk about these potential 

conflict areas before being matched. 

46 See the SEED Metrics Appendix for information on how mentors and mentees communicate.
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Common questions mentors report thinking about when deciding whether to accept a particular 

mentee include: 

1. Why me? What does this person want to know that I am uniquely able to teach? 

Potential mentors (especially executives whose time is particularly valuable) want to gauge the 

mentee's motivation and seriousness. They want to see if spending six months with this mentee 

is a good use of time. 

"You will likely learn as much as the mentee will, if you just ask them about 
their job. Mentoring somebody through SEED gives me perspective on how others 
less experienced than myself think about Sun and their jobs. It's refreshing, 
and helpful." (SEED Mentor in Menlo Park, California USA, July 2009)

2. Do I already know the mentee who has requested me (or know of them, or know their  

manager)? 

That is, is there a prior connection or knowledge? The prior connection may allow the 

mentoring partnership to start sooner and at a deeper level, or the history between the mentor 

and mentee may slow or prohibit the development of a partnership. In any case, it needs to be 

thought through. 

3. Is there a line reporting relationship? 

It may be a problem if the mentor and mentor are in the same management chain. 

4. What is my availability during the mentoring term? 

Most mentors are earnest, take mentoring seriously, and want to be sure they have the time to 

do a good job as a mentor. If the potential mentor has just taken a big new job or has irreducibly 

large personal or professional time commitments, she probably will not accept a mentee until 

her schedule is lighter. 

5. Can I effectively partner "at a distance"? 

Mentoring across distance and time zones may be a skill that the potential mentor needs to 

develop. SEED and Mentoring@Sun mentoring pairs who work at a distance have for 

many years reported the same satisfaction level as those working locally; however, 

mentors and mentees both report that working at a distance is more time consuming. 

"It can be quite interesting and rewarding. I believe that in general it is far 
easier if your mentee is local." (SEED Mentor based in Santa Clara, California USA, July 2009)
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Circumstances mentors have identified as being important when considering a mentee include: 

1. Mentor's availability when asked (often the #1 consideration) 

2. How well the potential mentor's and mentee's schedules match (and their flexibility to 

accommodate each other) 

3. Mentee's accomplishments, experience, seniority 

4. Mentee's capabilities, skills, potential 

5. Common intellectual or professional interests 

6. Personal compatibility or common ground (including linguistic abilities: whether the mentor 

and mentee share a common language) 

7. Physical, geographic, or time zone proximity 

"I get a lot out of mentoring too, it is not just a one-way process. I get a 
good view into another area of the business, I am made to think about new issues 
and can add additional contacts to my network." 
(SEED Mentor based in London, England, July 2009)

"The big surprise was to learn something unexpected about myself. I'd certainly 
do this again." (SEED Mentor based in Austin, Texas, USA, July 2009)
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8  Best Practices for Mentors

By its nature, mentoring is a personal experience, even when the topics discussed are professional. 

Each mentoring experience will be different; however, what follows are some best practices that 

have proven useful for a wide variety of mentors in SEED, the Sun Engineering worldwide 

mentoring program. The focus here is on what the mentor can do. 

Some context to establish credibility... After all, anyone can say theirs is the best practice!47

Date: Friday, 10 July 2009

Katy,

Your SEED mentoring program has been a "bench mark" for other mentoring programs 
at Sun. It has been a key component in increasing Sun's overall engineering 
strength and capability -- resulting in significant positive impact for Sun.

Thanks for sharing the information and the articles. This is great work and 
deserves external recognition as well.

...Congratulations on such great work!

Regards,
Karen

Karen Rohde, Senior Vice President Human Resources, Sun Microsystems' Chief Talent Officer, 
SEED Mentor, and New VP Mentoring Program Sponsor
Menlo Park, California USA

8.1  Mentoring Isn't Rocket Science 

Mary Artibee was a SEED mentee before she became a four-time SEED mentor. Before leaving 

Sun, Mary was a Senior Staff Engineer in Software, based in the San Francisco Bay Area. Her 

mentees were in Colorado (USA), Russia, India, and China. In 2008, Mary gave a SEED 

presentation about what she had learned about mentoring. Mary's "Mentoring Isn't Rocket Science" 

talk provides a succinct overview of some of the best advice from many experienced mentors.

47 See the SEED Metrics Appendix for more details and charts.



Worst Practices
(How To Dis-serve Your Mentee)

No time, no time... 

• Cancel at the last minute because 
something really important comes up 

• Come late, leave early
• Oops, I forgot 
• Why bother to schedule meetings

Did you say something? 

• I'm the ME in MENTOR 
• When I want your opinion, I'll ask for it 
• If it worked for me, it will work for you

Everything you do is wrong

• Why in the world did you do that? 
• Well, if you can't explain it, I can't help 

you 
• Just do what I say and don't ask 

questions

No explanations necessary

• Surely you can learn by osmosis 
• No need to share this since it was sent 

to an email group 
• If everyone knew about these resources, 

who'd need me? 

So as I told your manager... 

• Confidentiality, what confidentiality? 
• I didn't think you'd mind my sharing... 

Did you want to get something out of this

• Goals? goals? we don't need no stinkin' 
goals...

• Did I say I'd do that? 
• Your satisfaction is not my problem 

Best Practices 

(There's More to Mentoring than Meets the Eye)

The Fine Art of Effective Listening 

• Two ears, one mouth...48

• Patience: problems can be more 
complex than you think 

• Sounding board, not “bored” 
• When remote, acknowledge frequently 

(paraphrase, clarify)
Advise and Catalyze 

• Not just one answer: It's recognizing 
and weighing options 

• Share problem-solving skills and let the 
mentee find the solution 

• Discuss the impacts of taking various 
actions

Flexibility (the Mentoring Asana) 

• Respect mentee's choice to do what's 
right for their situation 

• Accommodate changes in topics and 
goals 

• Life happens – reschedule, don't 
disengage (deadlines, holidays, 
illnesses) 

Objective Support

• Provide timely constructive feedback as 
a disinterested third party 

• Be a safe harbor for venting; be a 
trustworthy confidant 

• Evaluate progress and adjust goals
• Encourage getting outside comfort zone 

(reward risk-taking; learn through 
failure)

Share Yourself, Be Committed 

• Meet regularly – It's not mentoring if it 
doesn't actually happen 

• Meet in person whenever possible 
• Have an open door 
• Provide the connect between their goals 

and the company's goals 
• Connect mentee with your network, 

engage in theirs 
• Share your passion and have a passion 

for sharing

48  From Epictetus (circa 55-135 AD): 
"We have two ears and one mouth so that we 
can listen twice as much as we speak"
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8.2  A Peek into Mentoring 

One way to take a peek into successful mentoring relationships to see how they really work is to 

read blogs. From time-to-time, a SEED mentor or mentor blogger is inspired to document 

something notable about her mentoring experience. It is worth the time to search out these 

fascinating personal snapshots because each blog post offers an immediacy and freshness of 

expression never seen in quarterly feedback reports! 

Here are some refreshing http://blogs.sun.com posts on mentoring experiences:

• "This past month, I asked my former graduate adviser if I could have permission to launch and 

run a new program — a mentoring workshop series to help students and alumni to get their 

work published in a professional journal, magazine, or presented at a conference ... and he said 

"yes". So we start next Thursday, with a panel of 7 speakers, and 20 participants. It's not a class. 

There's no grade. I won't get paid. But this is my one small step — this is my walk on the 

moon." 

From "This is my one small step; this is my walk on the moon" 30 May 2008 blog - in 

Musings on design & other stuff, jen's place by Jennifer McGinn (who also wrote an 

excellent six-part blog series in 2007 called "Things I tell my mentees") 

Jennifer McGinn (SEED mentee, and also a two-time SEED mentor) 

• "Mentors get as much out of the relationship as the mentees. It seems rather odd. Here you are 

supposed to be giving great advice to someone who is spending their time listening to you, 

trying to gain knowledge and to further their careers, and it boomerangs. Yep, that's right. It 

happened today to me." 

From "A Swift Kick" 10 September 2007 blog - in Susan's Blog: Seeing is... by Susan Miller 

(SEED mentor and manager of SEED mentees )

• "Our mentoring relationship comprises a phone call every couple of weeks and face-to-face 

meetings if we ever end up in the same city at the same time. I have to admit, I was pretty 

intimidated the first time I called Radia - she is not exactly a shrinking violet - but we seemed to 

hit it off and have spent several hours - well - chatting, basically." 

From "Chatting with Radia" 23 March 2007 blog - in Superpatterns by Pat Patterson 

(SEED mentee, and also a two-time SEED mentor)
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• "Here's what I got out of that relationship... 

- Introductions to people I never would have met unless I walked up and introduced myself.... 

- Respect by association. People thought that because I hung around with my mentor, I must be 

pretty sharp too.... 

- A champion who did some awesome PR for me. My goal today is to try to live up to the 

reputation she built for me." 

From "I'm not sure what I would get out of a mentor relationship..." 5 Feb 2007 blog - in The 

Downtown Diner by Melanie Parsons Gao (SEED mentee & mentee manager)

• "I was inspired by the “Technology and Courage” paper by Ivan Sutherland.49 I decided I'd like 

to try to increase my knowledge in an area I've just started getting interested in - electronics and 

hardware design.... As electronics and hardware project construction were new to me, my 

primary goal was to try to be self sufficient in constructing new simple circuits by the end of the 

six month mentoring period." 

From "Playing with LEGO at Sun - Mentoring Projects" 16 June 2004 blog - in Rich Burridge's  

Weblog by Rich Burridge (SEED mentee, also a SEED mentor) 

8.3  Priority Best Practices 

After discussing Mary Artibee's list, the authors came up with these top best practices for mentors: 

1. Confidentiality: Mentors and mentees should keep their discussions confidential. If either 

wants to pass on information or impressions from their discussions to anyone, they should 

check with the other party before doing so. 

2. Commitment of time: The mentor should respond promptly to the mentee, and make their 

mentoring time a priority. SEED recommends that mentoring pairs spend one to two hours 

together every two weeks. 

3. Listening and Passion: To teach and inspire, the mentor needs to ask questions, listen to the 

mentee, and share their passions. 

4. Setting Expectations: The mentor and mentee need to define clear expectations around their 

learning goals and working relationship, including meeting agreements, and how to provide 

constructive feedback. Setting a measure for success for each goal is helpful.

49 Ivan Sutherland “Technology and Courage” 1996 (Sun Labs Perspectives-96-1)
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9  Mentoring Program Web Tools and Process

Web tool design is a technical art that requires an unusual combination of software programming, 

usability engineering, and program management skills. Sun Microsystems' SEED engineering-wide 

worldwide mentoring program has been gifted with two talented staff members who can do this 

work. Tanya Jankot has been SEED's Applications Engineer since 2003. Before Tanya, Justin Yang 

held the position of SEED Program Manager for two years. 

SEED developed its own set of tools for mentoring program and information management, as did 

Mentoring@Sun. These tools have not been “productized” (the tools are not available to the 

public).50 The material in this section represents one way to set up mentoring web tools and 

processes; each program will be different based on its circumstances, scope, resources, and goals.51

9.1  Tools and Process Overview 

The original SEED program was based on a year-long need analysis and program design in 2000 

by a team mostly made up of Sun Human Resources (HR) and Engineering staff. The process itself 

was created on-the-fly during the first pilot term in 2001. The SEED mentoring program has 

expanded to a much larger audience in recent years and SEED's web tools have developed and been 

redesigned accordingly. In the program's first year, 2001-2002, there was just one term. In 2008-

2009, there have been 12 overlapping terms in four groups (Recent Hires, Established Staff, 

PreSEED, and special pilots). 

The SEED team created a new mentoring system essentially from scratch while running the 2001 

pilot term.  Team guidelines for process and tool development were: 

1. Keep it simple 

2. Check in with customers and stakeholders frequently 

3. Only include the minimum: 

question the need for each step before it goes in, and again at every review, and again 

before publication 

50 Why not use an external-to-Sun set of web tools? For the answer, read the section called Internal or 
External Mentoring Program?

51 For how mentoring web tools can be used, see the SEED and Mentoring@Sun Examples in the Mentor 
Selection Systems section.
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4. Let the process define the web tools 

5. Assume that process and tool users will have access to only the most basic web resources 

and performance 

6. Collect and analyze data routinely and make decisions based on those data 

These guidelines have continued to serve SEED well. SEED also kept using the concept of a 

"pilot" to expand the program. In pilot terms, the rules, process, and/or scope are somewhat 

different from the regular SEED program. The Established Staff group was created in 2002 and the 

PreSEED program was created in 2008 using pilot programs; both have been truly popular 

offerings. A pilot allows something imperfect to be used, to see what works. Sometimes pilots fail 

(for example, the SEED-2 or SEED Alumni term in 2007 only attracted ten mentees). 

SEED now has two major formal processes, for mentee selection, and for mentor selection. These 

processes are published in full detail for the use of Sun internal program participants. Flow charts 

are also publicly available at "SEED: Sun engineering enrichment & development" Research 

Disclosure Database Number 48201352.

In November 2008, Tanya Jankot created and gave an internal-to-Sun presentation on developing 

simple web technologies using the SEED tools as examples. Her presentation was created to 

educate other Sun project teams and web teams. The information following about SEED web tools 

is derived from that presentation. Tanya Jankot's overview of SEED's current web tools: 

• The technology was built to model SEED mentoring processes that were already designed 

and pilot tested (SEED tried to fit the tools into the existing work flow rather than build 

processes around the tools). 

• The tools have evolved with the program: need for greater automation to allow scaling, new 

requirements as the program expanded across geographical areas regions, organizations, etc. 

• SEED relies on existing Sun corporate data systems as much as possible, only gathering 

additional information not already available elsewhere. 

More specific details follow about SEED's web tools and the technology and process behind them. 

52 "SEED: Sun engineering enrichment & development" Research Disclosure Database Number 482013, 
defensive publication in Research Disclosure, Published in June 2004, Electronic Publication Date : 17 
May 2004. This entire document is in the Appendix.
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9.2  Developing Simple Web Technologies for SEED Mentoring53

The Tools Behind the Program 

The systems supporting the SEED program have evolved with it over time. They currently include: 

1. A system to manage each term's application process. 

See "Term Application Materials" and "Term Application Management", below. 

2. A system to support the mentor matching process. 

See "Mentor Request Management", below. 

3. An archive of program applicants, mentees, mentors, etc. that enables long-term program 

management and metrics. 

See "SEED Program Database", below.

4. Applications to support regular program activities, such as regular quarterly feedback 

reports and bi-annual events for mentees, mentors, and the mentee's managers. 

The common goals in developing these tools has been to: 

• Ensure the integrity and confidentiality of applicant and mentee data.

• Increase the ease-of-use for program participants and SEED staff. 

• Increase program efficiency and quality of data available to the SEED team, extend the 

number of participants, raise the value of mentee experience, and justify their trust in 

the program.

Simple Technologies 

In order to develop the SEED systems, simple technologies and methods already in use within the 

company were employed. Almost all of the tools make use of the following:

• "SAMP" (SolarisTM, Apache, MySQLTM, and Perl & PHP) 

• Sun standard authentication and Sun confidential employee records access

• Email (electronic mail)

• And still making use of old-fashioned static web pages 

53  See the overview diagram in Appendix: SEED Web Tool Workflow
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Term Application Materials 

SEED terms have an mentee application period, usually lasting two to three weeks, with firm 

deadlines. In addition to submitting a completed application form, applicants must also submit 

their resume, their manager must submit a letter of recommendation, and in some cases they must 

also secure additional letters of recommendation from Sun executives. All materials are submitted 

through web-based forms.54

One of the primary design considerations for the SEED application system is that applicants are 

located worldwide. Because of this, application materials need to be as clear and simple as possible 

because for many employees, English is not their primary language. In addition, applications must 

be functional on all Sun systems and locations. This includes Sun hardware with Solaris software, 

Sun RayTM systems, experimental systems, as well as a variety of Macs, laptops, and personal 

computers. 

Application materials must also reflect Sun's organizational structure and Human Resources 

policies in an understandable way. Many applicants are new to Sun and are not familiar with its 

organization or policies. This includes the nomenclature used for divisions, organizations, job 

codes, titles, and the company's staff performance review system.

SEED manager and executive recommendation letters are submitted confidentially but are a 

required part of an application. Because of this, a secure and private website is needed for 

applicants to view the status of their application and the materials that have been received, but not 

the details of all materials. 

From a program management perspective, in order to ensure that all materials are submitted 

correctly and not "lost" (i.e., a recommendation letter is submitted against an incorrect applicant 

SunID, or employee identification number), Sun confidential employee records system lookup, 

email confirmations, and database audits of the database are used. In addition, each term's 

application materials are stored in a separate database for easy management. Key applicant data 

that needs to be tracked long-term is loaded into the SEED archive database at the end of the 

application period. 

54 See the SEED and Mentoring@Sun Examples in the Mentor Selection Systems section for details.
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Term Application Management (SEED Team Website) 

The SEED team website is a central website used by the SEED program staff to efficiently track 

the status of applicants and their materials. Access is restricted to program staff only, with limited 

access granted to selection committee members during a mentee selection period as it is used by 

SEED's executive selection committee to review each applicant thoroughly. Application materials 

are tracked and managed throughout the term application period, and at the end of the application 

period key applicant data is verified against Sun's Human Resources records. 

To allow effective and efficient management of the program, the team website needs to present 

useful summary data in a small amount of space. While providing a useful summary view, it must 

also accurately reflect the status and materials received for each applicant and allow a complete 

review of each applicant's submitted materials. It makes information easy to find to answer 

questions from applicants, mentees, managers, and mentors quickly and accurately.

Mentor Request Management 

Upon acceptance to the program, all mentees-to-be are required to submit a ten-name Mentor Wish 

List of mentors they would like to work with. This is also done through a web-based form. At the 

close of the mentor request period and receipt of all wish lists, the SEED program staff begins the 

mentor match process. For each mentee, the goal is to match them with the highest priority eligible 

mentor from their Mentor Wish List. 

The mentor matching process has some complexity: a decision is made by program staff in each 

case where more than one potential mentee requests the same potential mentor. In SEED's current 

terms, eighty mentees prepared ten-name lists, that resulted in 387 unique mentor requests. There 

were ten potential mentors with multiple first Priority requests and 39 mentors who were requested 

by five or more mentees. This is a common problem: as many as twenty-two potential mentees in 

one term have requested the same mentor. The primary basis for this decision is the priority order 

on the Mentor Wish List provided by the mentee. The mentee's seniority (number of years at Sun 

or grade level rank) may be used as a tiebreaker, with the more senior mentee getting preference. 

In order to support this process, the Mentor Wish List system needs to ensure that the data received 

is both accurate and standardized, especially with respect to potential mentor names. For each 

mentor requested, both name and SunID are required to be entered due to variations in name entry 
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and frequent errors in entering SunIDs. A name auto-suggest widget based on Ajax technology55 

that is available within Sun has been very useful in creating cleaner submissions. Ensuring that the 

list received from each mentee-to-be is accurate and comparable, and simplifying the comparison 

process to highlight multiple requests for the same mentor, has allowed this process to be managed 

much more effectively.

SEED Program Database 

Beyond the management of individual SEED terms is the need to manage the program long-term. 

This is supported by the SEED program database, that maintains records of all program mentors, 

mentees, and applicants, even after they have left Sun. The database allows tracking of past 

applicants, mentees, and mentors, and management of the list of 450+ Potential Mentors: mentors 

who have volunteered to work with program mentees. These records allow for regular metrics 

analysis of the program, currently done annually. Automated metrics tracking is a goal that is in 

progress.

Among the challenges of keeping the system useful while preserving historic data is maintaining 

the data so it is meaningful over time. For example, divisional organizational changes 

(reorganizations) make it difficult to summarize the number of participants there have been from 

each organization over the life of the program. In addition to historic data, some current data is 

tracked, especially for potential mentors. This requires integration with other Sun systems and a 

process to keep the mentor records up-to-date, particularly for removing broken links, updating job 

titles in a timely way.

Developing Simple Web Technologies for SEED Mentoring - Conclusions 

The systems and tools that support SEED have evolved with the program over time. They are not a 

single unified system, but being modular are easy to modify or extend when changes are required. 

Using the technologies that are available and used by others within the company to develop these 

tools has allowed development and maintenance to be more efficient: learning from their work, and 

sharing components when possible. 

55 See Wikipedia on “Ajax (programming)” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajax_(programming)
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10  Mentoring in Good Times and Bad

10.1  Mentoring and the Economy

When the authors started the "Sun Mentoring: 1996-2009" documentation project, one big question 

was: "Is mentoring success tied to the larger economy?" How much of the impressively positive 

mentoring programs metrics for promotion, higher ratings, retention, satisfaction, etc. are because a 

rising tide lifting all boats? That is: does mentoring make a big difference in spite of general 

economic improvements benefiting all participants? Fortunately, there is a great deal of internal-to-

Sun data available about mentoring program participants. Also, Mentoring@Sun was the subject of 

a formal research study...

Gartner on Mentoring@Sun

The Mentoring@Sun study is: 

"Case Study: Workforce Analytics at Sun" by James Holincheck56.

For the original study, Helen Gracon worked with Capital Analytics57, pulling data from 1998-2001 

about 95 mentor-mentee pairs who participated in the Mentoring@Sun program in 1999. (The data 

was collected for one year before the Mentoring@Sun terms and for two years after.) All were in 

one of four intact workgroups. Three of the groups studied were in Sun Engineering and one was in 

Sun's Worldwide Operations. The 95 pairs were compared against almost 1,500 members of a 

control group of Sun staff (taken from the same business groups). The data were analyzed in 2002 

and published by Gartner in 2006.

The authors reviewed the 1998-2001 data and 2002 analysis, then checked back with Dr. W. Boyce 

Byerly (Chief Scientist and CTO of Capital Analytics, who worked on the original study) with 

questions for this report. There were some differences in operational definitions. For example, in 

Gartner Figure 3, the labels of Administrators (8.5% change in salary grade), and Engineers (6.2% 

in salary grade) are switched. The Sun group called "Administrators" in Gartner's report were 

actually salaried (exempt, senior grade) Engineers, so their 8.5% change in pay grade makes more 

sense. Those called "Engineers" in the Gartner report were in fact Sun salaried non-technical staff. 

56  "Case Study: Workforce Analytics at Sun" by James Holincheck, Gartner Research ID #G00142776, 
Publication Date: 27 October 2006.

57 Information on Capital Analytics: http://www.procourse.com
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However, since the switched labels were used consistently, the numbers and analysis are still valid, 

but not the conclusions. Another operational definition that did not match Sun's standard usage has 

to do with high performance. In the Gartner report, the "high performers" were those who had the 

highest salary before the beginning of the mentoring program. Sun uses "high performer" or "high 

potential" to mean staff who routinely get 1-Superior annual performance ratings. Again, the 

operational definition was consistent, so the data are comparable.

Gartner's positive findings were in the areas of change in salary, promotion, and retention. Gartner 

also had a negative finding:

"...investing in a mentoring program for high performers does not yield as significant a return 

as might be assumed. Rather, the better investment for Sun would be to spend the money on 

lower performers to help them raise their level of performance."

This last finding is similar to the analysis of an excellent Harvard Business Review report called 

"Let's Hear It for B Players"58 Because B players make up the great majority of employees: 80% of 

a company (as opposed to the top 10% of star A players, and the bottom 10% of incompetent C 

players), providing them with mentoring has a similarly larger benefit. This HBR article was one of 

the inspirations that lead to the creation of Sun's popular PreSEED mentoring group in 2008, 

because, as Delong and Vijayaraghavan wrote:

"Like all prize-winning supporting actors, B players bring depth and stability to the companies 

they work for, slowly but surely improving both corporate performance and organizational 

resilience.... They will never garner the most revenue or the biggest clients, but they also will 

be less likely to embarrass the company or flunk out.... these players inevitably end up being 

the backbone of the organization."

Other Sources

In addition to the external-to-Sun Gartner report, the authors used a Sun-internal report prepared by 

SEED's former Program Manager Justin Yang. In "1996 - 2000 Engineering New College Hire 

Data Summary", Justin Yang analyzed information from 485 New College Hires with the title 

Member of the Technical Staff (MTS-1 through MTS-4 seniority levels). In 2002, Katy Dickinson 

58 Harvard Business Review report called "Let's Hear It for B Players" (by Thomas J. Delong, Vineeta 
Vijayaraghavan, Jun 01, 2003. Prod. #: R0306F-PDF-ENG).
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asked Justin Yang to prepare this report so that there would be a baseline against which to compare 

future performance of the then-newly-created SEED mentoring program.

For boom and bust cycle date ranges, information came from Wikipedia articles such as: "List of 

recessions in the United States" and "Dot-com bubble"59. Information on Sun's history came from 

The Motley Fool - Sun Microsystems, Inc. (JAVA) and the Sun Microsystems - Annual Report 

Archive.

The data in the Gartner report were pulled during the "dot-com bubble" of 1998-2001, as was most 

of the data in Justin Yang's report. The information in these two reports was clearly collected 

during boom times. The worldwide recession (that started in 2007) represents a bust time for the 

Silicon Valley in general and for Sun Microsystems in particular.

10.2  Calculating ROI for Mentoring

Calculating Return on Investment (ROI) for mentoring is dependent on assumptions and variables 

used. In 2002, Capital Analytics used the following formula to calculate the three year return on 

$695/person paid to SunU for the 95 mentor-mentee pairs in the 1999 Mentoring@Sun program.

(Return - Cost) / Cost

Dr. W. Boyce Byerly confirmed that Capital Analytics found 1,000% ROI, for Sun mentoring, 

using their most conservative measures of job and salary grade improvement. Their analysis 

methods are published in the 2004 paper on ProCourse ROI software "Measuring the True 

Business Impact of Training".

Mentoring@Sun is offered at a per-participant charge by SunU (the former name for Sun Learning 

Services). The SEED program is offered for free to participants (program costs were covered by 

the Chief Technologist's Office). This difference in how the program costs were covered probably 

does not effect the ROI.

Some of the assumptions used in this ROI calculation may be controversial:

• Compensation paid to employees reflects their value to the company.

59 Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_recessions 
and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dot-com_bubble
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• A dollar increase in compensation reflects a dollar increase in value to the company.

• Higher compensation in the years after mentoring program participation is reflective of that 

participation.

• The company will recognize improvement in value, and increase compensation accordingly.

Triple Creek is a mentoring service company that was not involved in the 1998 to 2001 Sun case 

study but has published an interesting analysis using the well-known 2006 report by Gartner. In 

Triple Creek's 2007 paper "Mentoring's Impact on MENTORS / Doubling the ROI of Mentoring", 

an ROI of 1,500% to 1,710% was calculated.

10.3  Analyzing Different Groups Over Ten-Plus Years

Since there are many variables, what is presented here is more a broad indication of patterns than a 

targeted scientific study. There are a variety of mentoring terms (or individual groups) represented:

• Some were Sun-wide terms but others were limited to Sun Engineering.

• Some terms were for senior or high-potential staff but others available to anyone who could get 

management approval (self selection).

• Some terms were created through open enrollment, others included intact workgroups, many 

were selected by competitive application.

• Most terms were sponsored by an executive. Greg Papadopoulos (Sun's CTO and Executive VP 

of Research and Development) sponsored over thirty terms. Karen Rohde (Senior VP of Human 

Resources and Sun's Chief Talent Officer) and Bob Worrall (Senior VP and Chief Information 

Officer) each sponsored five terms.

• All of the staff who took the mentoring programs worked for Sun Microsystems as regular 

employees (not interns, contractors, or temporary staff) for at least some of the time from 1996 

to 2009.

• Sun's mentoring programs are voluntary: the mentees and mentors may be encouraged to 

participate by their managers or peers but the programs are not remedial (not for people on a 

required performance improvement plan, for example). 
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For some measures, there are more specifics than others, for example:60

• Gender 

All the terms included mixed gender mentor-mentee pairs. 

• SEED has an average 20% female mentee participation, and 15% female mentor 

participation, 2001-2009. This reflects the lower percentage of women in engineering 

than in Sun overall. SEED's range is 0% to 30% women mentees per term. The Recent 

Hire and Established Staff SEED mentees had the highest percentage of women (22%) 

while the special pilot programs were much lower (17%). 

• Mentoring@Sun included engineering and non-engineering staff but gender data were 

not collected for all terms. The Mentoring@Sun range is 5% to 75% women mentees 

per term, reflecting the higher percentage of women in Sun overall than in just 

engineering.

• Distance 

In most terms, the majority of pairs were working at a distance (in different cities, states, or 

countries) rather than local to each other. 

• SEED had 88% mentor-mentee pairs working at a distance, 2005-2008 

• Mentoring@Sun had about 75% mentor-mentee pairs working at a distance, 2005-2008

• Satisfaction 

Complete metrics in all time ranges for all three mentoring programs are not available. What 

there is: 

• SEED has quarterly satisfaction ratings from 775 mentees averaging 90% (2004-2008). 

In addition, 93% of SEED mentees reported that meetings with their mentor were 

worthwhile. 83% of mentors believe their mentee's participation in the SEED program 

made them more valuable to Sun (from 330 mentor reports). 88% of mentors said they 

wanted to be a SEED mentor again. 

• In the New VPs program, almost all participants rated program as effective or very-

effective and agreed to mentor a new VP by the end of the program. Almost all mentors 

and mentees report recommending the New VP Program to their peers. 

60 See the SEED Metrics Appendix for more details and charts.
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• Consistent satisfaction measures for the largest of the three programs, Mentoring@Sun, 

are not available but the reports that exist are enthusiastic.

Sun's mentoring programs are different in numbers of mentors and mentees:

• Mentoring@Sun: about 6,000 mentees and 4,500 mentors (1996-2009)

• New Vice Presidents: 138 mentees and 87 mentors (2004-2009)

• SEED: 1,162 mentees and 474 mentors (2001-2009)

There is overlap and duplication between the mentors in the three programs (these are extremely 

generous people!). Also, about 25% of current SEED mentors were originally SEED mentees. The 

totals for these three mentoring programs are about 7,300 mentees and 5,000 mentors.

The authors decided to focus on three measures for which there is the most information:

• Attrition (higher voluntary termination, opposite of retention, lower is better)

• Compensation (salary increases, pay raises, higher is better)

• Promotion (increase in job seniority or salary grade, higher is better)

In context, these three metrics can be compared between the various sets of mentoring program 

information without being misleading. "Context" includes understanding larger population patterns 

than just those in the area of research:

• These numbers may or may not be representative of overall patterns. For example: 

because exactly how many new college graduates Sun hired 1996-2000 is not known, 

the percentage of that population represented by the 485 Members of the Technical staff 

in Justin Yang's report cannot be provided. However, there are some contextual 

glimpses. In the year 2000, there were over 500 new college graduates hired in all of 

Sun. So, for 2000, Justin Yang's report covers roughly one fifth of the population of all 

new college graduates hired.

• The three metrics do not stand alone; they interact with each other and other measures 

and are tied to many factors having little to do with mentoring.

• New College Hires (such as those in Justin Yang's report) seem to be a special case. For 

example: his report showed that there is a higher retention rate for more recently hired 

staff. Promotion is tied to retention: if New College Hires are promoted, they are more 

likely to stay. The more recent hires were promoted more quickly.
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10.4  Comparing Boom to Bust

The authors used the measures of Attrition, Compensation, and Promotion during three periods:

• Boom (1998-2001)

• Between (2002-2006)

• Bust (2007-2009)

Based on the results shown in the table below, the following conclusions can be drawn about the 

performance of participants in Sun's mentoring programs:

1. Attrition went down after the Boom period and then went down again during the Bust.

2. Pay raises (Compensation) went up substantially after the Boom period, and continued 

high during the Between and Bust periods. However, raises fell slightly during the Bust 

(although Bust period raises were still higher than during the Boom period).

3. Promotions went up substantially after the Boom period. Promotions fell by 38% during 

the Bust period but were still much higher than during the Boom period.

Circumstances that may help in understanding these conclusions:

1. SEED mentoring program performance numbers may show more success because the 

program is focused on selecting high potential future engineering leaders, who are then 

given additional support to help them succeed. The success of the individual 

participants is due to their own capabilities and hard work (plus available opportunities 

and good management!). Increased success of the participants as a group may be 

attributable in part to the SEED program.

2. The SEED mentees in this analysis included senior and junior engineering staff. 

However, when Tanya Jankot ran the numbers for the junior staff (Recent Hires and 

PreSEEDs) in SEED, the results were only slightly different than for overall SEED 

performance.

3. The four Mentoring@Sun groups in the 2002 Capital Analytics study were intact work 

groups, three from engineering and one from Worldwide Operations. Some support staff 

were included in the work groups. The Capital Analytics control group was taken from 

the same work areas.

4. As described above, Engineering New College Hires seem to be a special case, 

especially in terms of their promotion and retention patterns; however, since SEED 
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includes a Recent Hire group that includes some New College Hires, their patterns are 

important.

The question the authors wanted to answer was: "Is mentoring success tied to the larger 

economy?" Based on these analyses, in the case of the Sun mentoring programs, it seems that 

success is only loosely tied to the performance of the larger economy. The Bust period caused both 

Compensation and Promotion numbers to fall but both remained substantially higher than during 

the Boom period. Participants in Sun's mentoring programs outperformed control groups and 

participants show remarkable success in all measures.

Comparing Boom, Between, and Bust:61

Boom (1998-2001) Between (2002-2006) Bust (2007-2009)

Attrition GAR-mentoring: 

28% attrition

GAR-control: 

51% attrition 

ECH: 

26% attrition 

SEED-rolling: 

20% attrition 

SEED-rolling: 

14.3% attrition

Compensation CA-mentoring: 
7.8% average
base salary increase

CA-control: 4.2% average
base salary increase

SEED-rolling: 
15.8% average base salary 
increase

SEED-rolling: 
13.2% average base salary 
increase

Promotion GAR-mentoring: 
25% promoted

GAR-control: 
5.3% promoted 

ECH: 
47% promoted

SEED-rolling: 

65.6% promoted

SEED-rolling:

40.3% promoted

61 See “Table Reference Key” following for number of participants, length of study, etc.
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Table Reference Key:

CA-mentoring 2002 Analysis by Capital Analytics of 1998-2001 data on 95 mentees, in four 

Mentoring@Sun groups. CA-mentoring is compared to CA-control. 3 year study.

CA-control 2002 Analysis by Capital Analytics of 1998-2001 data on about 1,500 Sun staff in a 

control group (not in a mentoring program). CA-control is compared to CA-

mentoring. 3 year study.

ECH "1996 - 2000 Engineering New College Hire Data Summary" - 1996-2001 baseline 

data on 485 junior Sun Engineering staff recently hired out of college (not in a 

mentoring program). ECH does not have a control group. Data shown is last 3 years 

of a 5 year study.

GAR-mentoring Gartner "Case Study: Workforce Analytics at Sun" - based on Capital Analytics' 

1998-2001 analysis on 95 mentees, in four Mentoring@Sun groups. GAR-mentoring 

is compared to GAR-control. 3 year study.

GAR-control Gartner "Case Study: Workforce Analytics at Sun" - based on Capital Analytics' 

1998-2001 analysis of about 1,500 Sun staff in a control group (not in a mentoring 

program). GAR-control is compared to GAR-mentoring. 3 year study.

SEED-rolling Sun Engineering-wide world-wide mentoring program data on 756 mentees 

(2001-2007). SEED does not have a control group. SEED changes over time are 

compared with SEED itself for this analysis. 

In this table, the rate of population attrition, promotion, and salary increase are over a 

three year period (during and 2-years post-SEED-participation) and are calculated as 

an average over the population of mentees who participated in a mentoring program 

during the given years included in the Between or Bust cycle.

This is different than the Sun standard formulas used to calculate annual attrition and 

promotion rates in the SEED Metrics Appendix. There, the annual attrition rate and 

annual promotion rate is calculated as an average over the population of all SEED 

mentees, 2001-2009.
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11  Sun Mentoring: 1996 to 2009 - Conclusions 

1) Strong and visible long-term executive sponsorship and funding are needed for mentoring 

to thrive and become part of an organizational culture as the community develops. 

Continuity builds program strength over time. Mentees, mentors, and managers knowing 

that a program will continue to be available allows them to include mentoring in their 

formal and informal development plans. 62

2) Mentoring returns good value for the time and money it takes. The ROI on mentoring can 

be 1,000% or better and grows as the program matures.63

3) Mentoring can be used for larger corporate purposes in addition to improving the 

performance of individuals. At Sun, mentoring has been used to bring in new or acquired 

individuals and groups, to improve the network between existing groups in different 

organizations, and to reduce isolation of those geographically distant from headquarters.64

4) “Real work – real time” Mentoring and being mentored is professional work that can be 

done as a part of a day job, during business hours, not only during personal time.65

5) It is important to collect and analyze data routinely on both subjective (satisfaction) and 

objective (promotion, retention, compensation) success metrics. Make program decisions 

based on those data. Maintain participant data long-term to see bigger patterns. 66

6) Key mentoring program elements (Process, Training and Educational Materials, 

Management and Web Tools, and Staff) should be designed to attract and support a wide 

diversity of participants from many cultures.67

7) The program should be run for the convenience of the mentors. 68

62 See “Program Sponsorship” in the Mentoring in Engineering and Computer Science section
63 See “Calculating ROI for Mentoring” in the Mentoring in Good Times and Bad section
64 See the SEED Terms Appendix
65 See the SEED Metrics Appendix for amount of time mentors and mentees spend
66 See the Mentoring Program Web Tools and Process section
67 See “Why Engineering Mentoring?” in the Mentoring in Engineering and Computer Science section
68 See “For the Mentor” in the Formal vs. Informal Mentoring section
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8) A formal mentoring program should offer training that launches the relationship with clear 

goals and success measures so that mentors and mentees feel comfortable from the start 

and work well together for the entire term.69

9) Automated web tools and individualization must be balanced to accommodate the size and 

seniority of the group served.70

10) The base mentoring system must fit the current target group and also be designed for 

flexibility so that it can be modified for future groups. 71

11) Don't expect or promise miracles. The goal is not perfection but improvement.

69 See “Training Focus” in the Mentoring in Engineering and Computer Science section
70 See the Mentoring Program Web Tools and Process section
71 See the Mentoring Program Web Tools and Process section
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SEED Metrics Appendix

List of Charts

These numbers are not statistically sampled, they reflect the entire population for the given dates. 

Most charts are for 2001 to 2009. Some date ranges are a subset of the 2001 to 2009 SEED 

program dates, to avoid the distortion of startup years, because of incomplete information for the 

current year, or for similar reasons.

SEED mentoring program performance numbers may show more success because the program is 

focused on selecting high potential future engineering leaders, who are then given additional 

support to help them succeed. The success of the individual participants is due to their own 

capabilities and hard work (plus available opportunities and good management!). Increased success 

of the participants as a group may be attributable in part to the SEED program.

• SEED Program Scope, 2001-2009

⁃ Participation

⁃ Repeat Participation

• SEED Program Demographics, 2001-2009

⁃ Location

⁃ Organization

⁃ Gender

• Success Metrics

⁃ Satisfaction

⁃ Performance Ratings

⁃ Promotions

⁃ Attrition

• How Do Mentees and Mentors Meet and Communicate?
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SEED Program Scope, 2001-2009

Participation72

• Total SEED mentee applications: 2280

• Total SEED mentees selected: 1003 (44% selection rate)

Executive Partnerships73

• Total SEED partnerships: 1030

• Total SEED executive partnerships: 809 (79% of SEED mentoring partnerships)

72 Does not include PreSEED program mentees.
73 Does not include PreSEED program partnerships. It was a PreSEED requirement that mentors be junior to 

the executive level.
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Repeat Participation74

• Repeat Mentors: 228 (48% of 474 Mentors who have served as SEED mentors)

• Repeat Executive Mentors: 178 (78% of repeat SEED mentors were executives, 54% of 

executive mentors mentored multiple times)

• Individuals (executive and non-executives) who mentored 3 or more times: 150 (26% of SEED 

Mentors)

• Executives who mentored 3 or more times: 107 (71% of SEED mentors who mentored 3 or 

more times) 

74 Includes only mentors who served more than one time in the SEED program. It was a PreSEED 
requirement that mentors be junior to the executive level.
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SEED Program Demographics, 2001-2009

Location

Organization
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Gender75

75 For more, see: “Social Context, Gender, and Mentoring” in the Picking Your Mentor, Picking Your
Mentee section

Female – 13%

Male - 87%

Male Mentees'
 Mentor Gender

Female – 31%

Male – 69%

Female Mentees'
 Mentor Gender

Female 15%

Male 85%

Mentor Gender

Female 21%

Male 79%

Mentee Gender
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SEED Success Metrics

Satisfaction

Mentee Satisfaction with the SEED Program (5 years of quarterly report responses, 2004-2008, 541 

mentee responses total)

• 90% of mentees who responded were satisfied with the program76

• 93% of mentees who responded thought meetings with their mentor were worthwhile

• Of the 541 Mentees who responded, 118 (22%) were co-located with their mentor, and 423 

(88%) were remote or at-a-distance. Both groups reported an equal level of satisfaction with the 

SEED program. There is no difference in satisfaction whether partnered locally or with a remote 

mentor.

Performance Ratings77

From FY2003-FY2008, SEED mentees received 1-Superior performance ratings at an average 

annual rate of 40%, twice that of the general Sun employee population that had an average annual 

rate of 19%.

76 Satisfaction means a rating of 5,6, or 7 out of 7 possible, where 4 represents neutral and 7 represents very-
satisfied.

77 Note that after a promotion, it is Sun policy to drop an individual's 1-Superior rating to a 2-Standard 
rating. Higher numbers of promotions result in decreased numbers of 1-Superior performance ratings.
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Promotions

From FY2003-FY2008, SEED 

mentees were promoted at an 

average annual rate of 33%, 

more than twice that of the 15% 

general Sun employee population 

rate. Promotions fell by 38% 

during the 2007-2009 Economic 

Bust period.78

Another perspective on SEED mentee promotions is provided in the Mentoring in Good Times 

and Bad section. There, individual mentee promotions were tracked for a span of 3 years: during 

and 2 years after participation in a SEED term. 66% of SEED mentees were promoted in the two 

years after their SEED participation during the Between period (2002-2006); 40% of mentees were 

promoted during the Bust period (2007-2009).79 These two charts show different views of the same 

data – the one above 

shows the chances of 

being promoted in a given 

year, the other shows the 

chances of an individual 

SEED mentee being 

promoted during their 

mentoring term and the 

two years following.

78  Average annual promotion rate comparison of SEED mentees to the overall Sun employee population 
during Sun's FY2003-FY2008. Analysis compares the average annual rate of salary grade change between 
the two populations. Sun's Fiscal Year runs July to June. 

79  The promotion rate of SEED mentees over a three year period (during and 2-years post-SEED-
participation), calculated as an average over the population of mentees who participated in a mentoring 
program during the given years included in the Between or Bust cycle. Mentees participating in terms 
during calendar years 2002-2007 are included; SEED terms after 2007 are not included due to incomplete 
information for the current year. This represents the same formula used in the Mentoring in Good Times 
and Bad section where SEED data was compared to the Capital Analytics and Gartner reports.
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Attrition

From FY2004 through FY2009, SEED participants had an average attrition rate of 6.18%, 

compared to Sun's 7.32%.80 SEED mentees are high-potential staff looking for a change, so even a 

little lower attrition is a positive measure.

Another perspective on SEED mentee attrition is provided in Chapter 9, Mentoring in Good 

Times and Bad. There, mentee attrition was tracked over a span of 3 years; during and 2 years 

after participation in a SEED term. During that 3-year timespan, 20% of SEED mentees had 

voluntary terminations during the Between period (2002-2006), and 14.3% of mentees had 

voluntary terminations during the Bust period (2007-2009.)81 As above, these two charts show 

different views of the same data – the one above shows the chances of leaving in a given year, the 

other shows the 

chances of an 

individual SEED 

mentee leaving 

during their 

mentoring term and 

the two years 

following.

80  Average annual attrition rate comparison of SEED mentees to the overall Sun employee population 
during Sun's FY2004-FY2009. Analysis compares the average annual rate of voluntary terminations 
between the two populations. Sun's Fiscal Year runs July to June. 

81  The attrition rate of SEED mentees over a three year period (during and 2-years post-SEED-
participation), calculated as an average over the population of mentees who participated in a mentoring 
program during the given years included in the Between or Bust cycle. Mentees participating in terms 
during calendar years 2002-2007 are included; SEED terms after 2007 are not included due to incomplete 
information for the current year. This represents the same formula used in the Mentoring in Good Times 
and Bad section where SEED data was compared to the Capital Analytics and Gartner reports.
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How Do Mentees and Mentors Meet and Communicate?82
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82 Data as reported by mentees over 2 years of quarterly satisfaction reports, 2007-2008, 347 mentee 
responses total. Most mentor-mentee pairs use more than one method of communication during 
their partnership. 
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Appendix: SEED Terms

Year,
Total & Term Count

Recent 
Hires

Established 
Staff

Pilot or
Special Term

PreSEED

2001 
32 Total , 1 term

32 Total no program no program no program

2002 
68 Total, 2 terms

40 total 28 total no program no program

2003 
108 Total, 3 terms

35 total 33 + 40 = 
73 total

no program no program

2004 
59 Total , 2 terms

19 total 40 total no program no program

2005 
119 Total
4 terms

34 total 37 total 22 Bangalore Site
+ 26 Beijing Site
= 48 total

no program

2006 
179 Total 
5 terms

41 total 45 total 32 Europe and 
MiddleEast-1 Sites
+ 33 Europe and 
MiddleEast-2 Sites
+ 28 StorageTek 
Acquisition
= 93 total

no program

2007 
191 Total 
6 terms

25 total 49 + 44 =
93 total

10 SEED-2
+ 52 Four Site
+ 11 Distinguished Eng.
= 83 total

no program

2008 
217 Total 
5 terms

23 total 50 + 63 =
113 total

no program 29 PreSEED-1 
+52 PreSEED-2
= 81 total

2009 
237 Total 
5 terms

no program 47 total 54 Sales&Service-1 
+ 23 Sales&Service-2
= 77 total

55 PreSEED-1 
+ 58 PreSEED-2
= 113 total

1210 Total
33 terms
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Appendix: Cognitive Bias 

In the Mentor Selection Systems section of this report, the term "cognitive bias" is used. This is a 

small detour to introduce the concept of cognitive bias, specifically the Dunning-Kruger effect 

humorously described by Justin Kruger and David Dunning, (then both of Cornell University) in 

their much-cited and entertaining paper "Unskilled and Unaware of It: How Difficulties in 

Recognizing One's Own. Incompetence Lead to Inflated Self-Assessments." (Journal of  

Personality and Social Psychology, 1999, Vol. 77, No.6. 1121-1134). Two findings from that paper 

that are pertinent to mentor selection are: 

• "the incompetent will tend to grossly overestimate their skills and abilities" 

• "participants in the top quartile tended to underestimate their ability and test performance 

relative to their peers" 

Kruger and Dunning quote Charles Darwin (1871): "ignorance more frequently begets confidence 

than does knowledge." That is, people are often bad at knowing what they are good at. 

Read this paper not only to understand cognitive bias but also to enjoy Kruger and Dunning 

passages such as: 

• "...knowledge about the domain does not necessarily translate into competence in the 

domain, one can become acutely — even painfully — aware of the limits of one's ability. In 

golf, for instance, one can know all about the fine points of course management, club 

selection, and effective 'swing thoughts,' but one's incompetence will become sorely 

obvious when, after watching one's more able partner drive the ball 250 yards down the 

fairway, one proceeds to hit one's own ball 150 yards down the fairway, 50 yards to the 

right, and onto the hood of that 1993 Ford Taurus." 

• "In sum, we present this article as an exploration into why people tend to hold overly 

optimistic and miscalibrated views about themselves. ...Although we feel we have done a 

competent job in making a strong case for this analysis, studying it empirically, and 

drawing out relevant implications, our thesis leaves us with one haunting worry that we 

cannot vanquish. That worry is that this article may contain faulty logic, methodological 

errors, or poor communication. Let us assure our readers that to the extent this article is 

imperfect, it is not a sin we have committed knowingly." 
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Appendix: SEED Web Tool Workflow
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Database Number 482013 in the Appendix 
for details of the Mentee-Mentor Matching
Process.
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National Center for Women & Information Technology
P R O M I S I N G  P R A C T I C E S

Sun Engineering Enrichment and Development (SEED) Program (Case Study 1)
Mentoring Technical Women at Work

Authors | Lecia Barker and J. McGrath Cohoon
Copyright © 2007-2008

NCWIT offers practices for increasing and benefiting from gender diversity in 
IT at the K-12, undergraduate, graduate, and career levels.

This case study describes a research-inspired practice that may need further 
evaluation. Try it, and let us know your results.

The Sun Engineering Enrichment and Development (SEED) 
program pairs promising new hires and established employees 
with executives and senior Engineering staff volunteer mentors.  
The goal of the program is to make both the protégé and mentor 
more valuable to Sun and more satisfied with their careers.  

The program lasts one year for recent hires and six months for 
established staff. During that time, protégés regularly meet one-
on-one with their mentors, attend monthly group meetings for all 
SEED participants, and take part in other SEED events, activities, 
and informational meetings. Many mentor-protégé pairs are 
geographically distant so they communicate mostly by phone and 
email. Participants maintain their current job while participating in the 
program; it is not a rotation program. During the mentoring period, 
participants focus on technical mentoring or specific engineering 
skills.  Protégés typically learn about “soft skills”, ranging from how 
to improve teamwork skills to navigating the complex maze of office 
politics.

SEED’s participants must all be in Engineering and be regular 
Sun Microsystems employees. Applicants with superior annual 
performance ratings are preferred, and manager support is required 
for participation in SEED.  In addition to these four general selection 
criteria, the SEED program requires that mentor applicants hold a 
senior position and have been with Sun for more than two years. 
Protégé applicants are accepted based on their potential value to 
Sun, taking into account both technical excellence and leadership 
ability.  

EvIDENCE Of EffECTIvENESS
In the last five years, 385 protégés and more than 230 mentors 
participated. Women and non-US staff take advantage of the SEED 
program at a consistently higher rate than their representation in 
Sun Engineering overall. About 25% of all SEED participants are 
women. This percentage far exceeds the percentage of new hire or 
existing women engineers.

SEED’s effectiveness has been measured through program 
satisfaction ratings and by comparing participants with non-
participants. Although participants are pre-selected for likely 
success at Sun, annual reviews of participants’ cumulative progress 
since 2001 showed the following patterns of career achievement 
among participants:
 
 About four times the number of SEED participants than the  
 company average were promoted.  This trend continues even  
 in the year after participation. 
 
 Participants earn about double the number of Sun’s highest  
 performance rating (Superior) compared with the company  
 average.
 
 All participants and their managers provide a quarterly summary  
 of their participation, level of satisfaction, suggestions, and  
 professional development activities. SEED’s reported  
 satisfaction levels consistently run about 90%.

TEN GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS

 1. The SEED process works best where junior and senior  
  staff can interact in an “open door” environment.

 2. Appreciate that the benefit and effectiveness of a  
  mentoring system grows over time. This program will not  
  work well in an environment where only quick results  
  have value.

 3. SEED depends on a partnership between Engineering  
  and Human Resources.  The program would not function  
  if this communication and trust were missing.

 4. Use evaluation results to evolve, expand, and change the  
  program. 

 5. Secure strong executive sponsorship for the program.

 6. Document rules and processes; participant selection  
  must be fair and be seen to be fair.  Set forth the scope  
  and expectations clearly and then meet them.

 7. If the program wants to have very senior or executive  
  mentors, it has to be designed and run with a focus on  
  their convenience and learning.  They need to trust the  
  program or they will not participate.

 8. Have a quick “no fault divorce” option if the mentor and  
  protégé pair is not getting along.

 9. Involve the protégés manager in the process and  
  program.

 10. Publicly honor and applaud both the protégés and  
  mentors. They are sharing their time, experience, and  
  wisdom and deserve both respect and thanks.

NCWIT Investment Partners: National Science Foundation, Avaya, Microsoft, Pfizer, 
and Bank of America
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How Do You Mentor Technical Women at Work?
with Case Study 1

Mentoring has positive effects for both protégé (mentee) careers 
and organizations. Mentors also benefit. Protégés experience 
advancement and reduced work-family conflicts. Organizations 
experience improved productivity, recruiting, and employee 
socialization, acculturation, and retention. Mentors experience 
personal satisfaction, collegiality and networking, and career 
enhancement. Because of the advantages mentoring offers, 
it is one of the most common programs used for increasing 
women’s participation in the IT workforce. Furthermore, more 
than half of Fortune Magazine’s 100 Best Companies to Work 
for in America had mentoring programs.

Volunteers have often been in mentoring relationships in the 
past. This experience gives them a realistic view of the costs 
and benefits associated with mentoring. Employees who have 
never experienced mentoring before overestimate the time and 
energy that being a mentor would require.

In some cases, programs fail to produce the positive outcomes 
generally attributed to mentoring. A benign failure is when 
selection criteria favor employees who would have succeeded 
anyway without a formal mentor. More damaging are the 
failed mentoring relationships. In the same way that other 
human relationships can go wrong, mentoring relationships 
occasionally have bad results. Protégés can lose self-esteem 
or have their careers sabotaged; mentors can be betrayed or 
have to deal with overly dependent protégés. Organizations 
can suffer too; when mentoring relationships are negative, 
productivity can be reduced.  For these reasons, it is important 
to carefully construct a mentoring program that avoids or 
minimizes potential problems. 

Important ingredients for successful mentoring are: voluntary 
participation; mentors and protégés having input on the matching 
process; immediate supervisors not acting as mentors for 
their employees; easy termination of the relationship; mentors 
training that includes advice on how to handle problems in 
the relationship; communication of reasonable expectations 
about what mentoring can accomplish; proactive recruiting of 
mentors and realistic estimates of costs and benefits from the 
organization.

WHAT IS MENTORING?

Mentoring occurs when an experienced person serves 
as a trusted counselor, teacher, and advocate to an 
inexperienced protégé.  Mentoring usually happens 
on a personal level in the context of a relationship that 
develops over time, in contrast to the more remote and 
one-dimensional role modeling. Mentoring may combine 
affective support, such as offering a sympathetic ear, 
with instruction in professional behavior and tasks. It 
includes actions such as sponsoring, coaching, acquiring 
resources, and providing exposure and protection to the 
protégé. 

Formal mentoring programs usually have several 
components. They match mentors with protégés, offer 
events or activities to develop mentoring relationships, 
provide resources and instruction for achieving the desired 
outcomes, and evaluate results for participants and the 
organization.   Effective mentoring programs are carefully 
planned, with attention to specifying, communicating, 
and measuring objectives, and developing sufficient 
resources to implement fully.  

Mentoring programs most commonly fail due to 
unanticipated high costs of operations; usually time costs 
for program facilitation are severely under-estimated.  
Although mentoring is not always a positive experience, 
it usually enhances career commitment for men and 
women, including women in male-dominated fields such 
as IT. Benefits include more rapid career advancement and 
career satisfaction, as well as enhanced academic self-
confidence of women in disciplines where the majority of 
faculty members are men. Both same-sex mentoring and 
mixed-sex mentoring are effective, although participants 
may find same-sex mentoring more comfortable.

NCWIT offers practices for increasing and benefiting from gender diversity in IT at the K-12, undergraduate, graduate, and career levels.

Visit www.ncwit.org/practices to find out more.

Authors | Lecia Barker and J. McGrath Cohoon
Copyright © 2007-2008

RESOURCES

Please see NCWIT’s Mentoring-in-a-Box: Technical Women at Work, http://www.ncwit.org/resources.res.box.industry.html
Multiple publications from: Belle Rose Ragins, School of Business Administration, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Terri A. Scandura, Department of Management, University  
 of Miami.
Lois J. Zachary. (2005). Creating a Mentoring Culture: The Organization’s Guide. Jossey-Bass.

NCWIT Investment Partners: National Science Foundation, Avaya, Microsoft, Pfizer, and Bank of America
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In addition to snapshot interviews, Catalyst conducted a more in-depth interview with Sun Microsystems,

Inc. about the Sun Engineering Enrichment and Development (SEED) program. This case study 

demonstrates how Sun uses its international two-track mentoring and development program to address

employee needs. The program has two dimensions: one for recent college hires and one for established

staff. The case study also provides a look inside one employee’s experience.

The History of the Initiative

In 2001, the Human Resources department for Sun Engineering had a corporate goal to create an

Engineering Best of the Best (BOB) program to help orient and integrate recent college hires into the 

workplace at Sun. HR started with the model of BOB programs in other areas of Sun. To complete the

design and implementation of the program, they reached out to Katy Dickinson, a senior member of the

Chief Technologist’s Office, who was already working with college students as an instructor at the

University of California, Berkeley. She designed and implemented an online development program for the

Engineering division. Based on the research and feedback on this first program, a need was identified to

have a similar program for established employees. In 2002, Sun introduced the established staff program.

Currently, there are three mentoring programs per year: two six-month established staff programs and one

one-year recent college hire program.

One factor contributing to the continued existence and development of the SEED program is the 

commitment of senior leadership. The leaders of the program believe that mentoring programs are 

particularly effective in making change for women, and the program has full support of Sun CTO and

Executive Vice President Dr. Greg Papadopoulos. Evidence of Dr. Papadopoulos’ commitment to the SEED

program is his willingness to allocate one of his direct reports to run the SEED program. Ms. Dickinson,

who holds the director-level titles of Master Black Belt: CTO & Sun Labs, and Process Architect, spends

about half of her time managing the SEED program.

Sun completed a pilot for each of the programs to aid in its design and implementation. While program

details are never changed during an active session, modifications are made between groups based on the

feedback and experiences of the previous group. Past participants are often asked for feedback on 

materials and events.

The current recent hire program has five components:

1. Mentoring: Yearlong mentoring relationship with senior staff. A large majority (about 80 percent) of

the mentors have very senior job titles: Distinguished Engineers, Directors, Vice Presidents, Fellows, and

Senior Vice Presidents. The program guidelines suggest that mentor and mentee pairs meet for one to

two hours every two weeks.
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2. Group meetings: Monthly meetings for all SEED participants—ten meetings by phone and three in 

person. Meetings are designed to expose the group to relevant content (e.g., quality practices, intellectual

property law) and influential people and role models within the company or industry. Past participants

are welcome to attend.

3. Events and activities: In-person networking and informational meetings.The events include presentations

and tours of labs and/or local sites.

4. Customer exposure: Participants are required to spend at least ten days at a customer site or working

directly with customers. Participants are encouraged to spend time in the customer-facing departments

at Sun locally or accompany them in the field.

5. Assessment and communication: All program participants—mentors, mentees, and managers—

complete quarterly feedback reports. All quarterly reports are published on the program web site.

Participants can also communicate informally and privately with the program manager, and are 

encouraged to do so.

The established staff program overlaps with the recent college hire program: participants attend the same

events and meetings, and have the same mentoring and feedback structure. As the established staff 

typically have experience interacting directly with customers, customer exposure is not a component of

their program.

Objectives

The overall goal of the SEED program is to increase employee value, satisfaction, and retention. As Ms.

Dickinson explained: “We help develop, enrich, and broaden the experience and understanding of senior

engineering staff or recent college hires with the goal of making both the mentee and the mentor more

valuable to Sun and more satisfied with their careers at Sun.” There is also a strong emphasis on reaching

out to traditionally marginalized groups within the organization and attempting to ensure diverse 

participation (in terms of geography, gender, and professional expertise).

Target Audience

The SEED program is targeted at employees in the engineering groups at Sun. Employees must be involved

with the development, support, or research of Sun’s products to be eligible for the program. The specific

definition of “engineer” in this context was developed by the Technology Architecture Council (a group of

Sun’s chief technologists). The recent college hire program is open to employees with strong academic

backgrounds who are within three years of graduation. The established staff program is open to senior

engineers (below the VP level) who have been at Sun for at least three years and who are or are expected to

become top contributors. The SEED program is international in scope.
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Implementation 

Program goals, selection criteria, activity descriptions, and FAQs are available online. The recent college

hire program is advertised on Sun’s hiring page, and in addition to sending out division-wide emails, Ms.

Dickinson works with global engineering site leaders to help engage international communities. A personal

web page is also created for each mentee and mentor.

The selection process is explained in detail on the web site. For the recent college hire program, the

employee’s manager submits the program application. Employees can also submit supporting materials

such as a resume, publications, and letters of recommendations. The selection committee for the recent 

college hires consists of a Vice President, two Directors, and three Distinguished Engineers, plus a SEED

program participant from the prior term. Established staff submit their own applications and a formal 

letter of recommendation written by their managers. They may also submit additional materials, but this is

usually not necessary since they have been with the organization longer and have established a record of

their performance.

Once the employee is accepted into the program, the mentor matching process begins. The participants

have access to an online list of current mentors. Participants work with their managers to develop a wish

list of mentors. The list includes a paragraph on each potential mentor explaining why the person would

be a suitable mentor, and what the mentee is specifically looking for. Ms. Dickinson then talks to all the

potential mentors and individually matches the participants. Once the mentor and mentee are matched,

the relationship parameters are established (roles, responsibilities, expectations). Mentoring pairs can

request optional mentoring/partnership training with a facilitator. Mentoring activities and quarterly 

feedback reports are all posted online. This enables future participants to look up what a relationship with

a particular mentor was like.

Ms. Dickinson emphasizes the importance of having a program manager who has good relationships within

the organization: “I’ve been here for almost 20 years and I know everybody. I have to be able to call these

executives and say, ‘You told me last time I talked to you that in six months, you would have time to do

this mentoring. Well, I have this really clever person, would you consider mentoring them?’ It’s important

to have someone who has a good relationship with a lot of senior people or it doesn’t work. Executives

need to trust the matchmaker and the matching process.”

In developing the program, Ms. Dickinson wanted to ensure longevity and ease of use. Travel is not

required in the program so as not to exclude participants with managers who don’t have a travel budget.

The complete documentation of all steps and online information storage are designed to make the 

program easy to understand, inexpensive, and adaptable to other divisions. “We’re developing these tools

so people in non-engineering divisions who wish to create a similar system can easily implement it,” Ms.
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Dickinson explained. “They would only need to designate staff for the hand-matching, which is the most

time-consuming piece of the program.”

Measuring Progress

The quarterly report that all participants fill out is the main feedback mechanism of the program.The report

asks questions in three areas: program participation, program satisfaction/suggestions, and professional

development activities. The first part is about specific involvement in the program—hours spent with 

mentor/mentee, how often they met, length of meetings, value of meetings, participation in the events.

Participants are then asked for feedback on the program in general—what they think about the program

and what could be done better. Lastly, participants are asked for feedback on themselves: what they have

been doing in terms of objective success measures. The report asks about published papers, patents,

presentations, classes, and other professional activities. The quarterly feedback is aggregated and reported

for each program.

The diversity of participants is also tracked. Ms. Dickinson explained the reasoning behind this: “We have

done research on the Sun community to make sure we understand where the balance seems to be 

important and we keep track of our pipeline.” To ensure that everyone feels invited to the program, Ms.

Dickinson often reaches out to specific groups (international sites, traditionally marginalized groups) to

understand the best ways to communicate with them. For example, the original name of the program,

“Engineering Best of the Best,” was changed in response to feedback from some of the global employees.

These groups wouldn’t participate in the program because they thought the name was too American and

made it sound like participants would be saying they were better than others. Increasing participation is

an area that Ms. Dickinson continues to work on: “I’m constantly trying to understand what prevents 

people from participating and then remove that barrier—whether it’s functional, process-related, or 

structural. That’s the hardest part of the process.”

Results

Ms. Dickinson reported that the program is doing well in terms of diversity and quarterly feedback. In the

three completed terms, many more SEED participants have been promoted than the company average.

About double the number of participants earn Sun’s highest performance rating (superior) than the 

company’s average. More than one-third of the mentors overall have served more than one term. About

20 percent of participants work internationally, mostly in China, India, and Europe. Many mentoring 

partners are working across boundaries of business units and professional areas. About one-quarter of all

participants are women. The program has also been successful in reaching other parts of the Sun 

community. The taped monthly meetings are frequently accessed by other divisions within Sun, and the VP

of Marketing Technology is currently working on implementing a similar program in her division.
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Individual Perspective—Lisa Pavey, Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Lisa Pavey is the Director of Networking Technology and SunLabs Europe. She has been at Sun for seven

years and has participated in the SEED program as a mentor for two years.

How did you get involved in the SEED program? Why did you choose to participate?
I heard about the SEED program in staff meetings and other discussions because the person who is
organizing it is in the same business unit as I am. I wanted to become involved because I have strong
opinions about mentoring and wanted to make sure I had a voice to influence the program from the
inside. I volunteered to serve on the committee and to serve as a mentor. I’ve been with the SEED 
program for two years and I’m now working with my third mentee.

Do you have any informal mentoring relationships outside of the SEED program?
Yes, I actually mentor five other people. I think mentoring is so important; it’s part of everybody’s job. 

Do you have any mentors?
No, I don’t, and I really wish I had someone. I’ve asked a couple of people at Sun, but they haven’t had
the time. Organizationally, there aren’t many people who are senior to me. But I think you can be 
mentored by someone who is organizationally more junior, or even less experienced. 

There are a couple of people in my past who were my mentors, although I didn’t realize it at the time.
And if I could have exploited those relationships a bit more, I probably could have accelerated my 
personal growth.

What have been your major responsibilities as a mentor? How much time is involved?
My travel schedule is so hectic, but I try to see my mentees for an hour every week when I’m in town.
They have my phone numbers, so they can always reach me. I see myself as someone in their support
network. So if they have some big disaster at work and they need some advice, I like to try and be 
available for them.

We’re only required to be involved with mentees for about 6 to 12 months, but I just keep them. If they
want to keep coming and talking to me, I let them.  

What are the goals of your mentoring relationships?
My main focus is soft skills; I don’t do any technical mentoring. I’m trying to help people get introduced
to Sun. I have a good overall knowledge of how their business unit fits in with the rest of Sun. One of
my mentees was going to meet her director for the first time and she was very worried about it, so we
did some role-playing. It’s very much about helping them get the best out of where they are.

How have your mentees benefited from your relationship? 
In the SEED program, the mentees fill out feedback sheets so you can actually get some real data. My
first mentee said something outrageous like everything she learned in the last 12 months was due to
me. I really don’t think that all of her improvements were because of me, but I think she wrote that on
the form to make me feel good. And it did!
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She is a great example of someone who came into my office as a mouse and left as a lion. She developed
confidence, networking skills, and presentation skills. She developed skills in communication to better her
interactions with her team. She also started doing career planning, which she hadn’t done before.

How have you personally benefited from being a mentor? 
I enjoy it, and I get a lot out of it. One of my mentees had a big success and it came out of something
I was advising her to do, and I felt absolutely thrilled. 

And I’ve learned skills from people that I didn’t have before. I find out about things that I didn’t know
about. I use my mentees as ways of finding out what’s going on technically in the rest of the company.
In particular, I was working with somebody who was always really calm, and never rose to take the bait
when someone was picking at her. I’ve always struggled with that. I learned from her about how to be
much more relaxed and think about what I was going to do and not just blurt things out. It was a sobering
experience to work with someone who was much more junior to me and handled something so much
better than I did. 

Has your career benefited in any way from being a mentor?
Absolutely! It’s a good way of people networking. I think it’s also given me confidence. Certainly when
you advise someone and they go off and have a success—or even a failure—you learn something from
it—something that perhaps you wouldn’t have had time to learn yourself. So it’s kind of vicarious learning. 

How do you define a successful mentoring relationship?
A successful relationship is one where you can see actual results and progress. You come out of the 
conversation thinking something worthwhile happened. Sometimes mentoring sessions with me end up
being a sort of chitchat. We might not actually drill into things. But it always feels good. 

What are the factors most critical to a successful mentoring relationship?
I think you have to have enthusiasm on both sides. If one of you is a bit disengaged, then it’s not 
successful. Goals are important at the beginning, to initiate the conversation. As the relationship 
progresses, I think they become less important, because it becomes self-sustaining. The mentee will
bring things into the discussion that weren’t evident a few months before and they’re just as valid to
talk about. 

What are the most important organizational factors that are critical to successful programs?
Because I’m quite senior, no one’s watching the clock with me. But that’s rarely the case with my
mentees. So organizationally, they have to be given time to go do this. I tell people to do things that
are going to take time and that are not normally a part of their jobs. 

As part of the program, they have to get their manager’s permission to sign up for it, and I think that’s
important. The manager doesn’t receive any sort of report and the confidentiality is absolutely between
the mentor and the mentee. But if you’re taking some of this individual’s time during the workday then
it’s absolutely the manager’s business. 
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What are some of the greatest challenges you’ve associated with the program?
Within the constraints of the program, I’m pretty satisfied with it. I do get frustrated a little bit, because
people see a mentor program as meaning that they don’t have to do anything because there’s a 
program to take care of it. I think it makes some people a little bit lazy. As I said at the beginning, I
think it’s part of everyone’s job to mentor. So I think that’s a down side. On the positive side, I think it’s
bringing mentoring to people who haven’t had the opportunity before, so that’s a good thing. But I
would definitely like to see it go company-wide. 

What are some tools that have been helpful?
I’ve taken advantage of some of the training they’ve offered. They have a facilitator come in for a 
couple of hours at the beginning of the relationship and take you through the whole process of being
a mentor and a mentee. It’s mainly designed to help the mentees get the best out of their experience
and to give them a list of subjects to start out with. That’s been very useful, because the mentees seem
to be very nervous at first. It really is a good icebreaker to have someone facilitate the first discussion.

What advice would you give to organizations that want to engage a similar program?
The main thing I would say is that it should be open to all. I think everybody benefits and should have
access to a mentoring program. I also think that mentoring should be throughout the ranks of the 
company and not just for people who have very little experience.

Not everybody is suited to be a mentor. So you need to have a set of criteria that weeds out the 
people you don’t want and attracts people who want to be mentors. You also have to get excellent
mentors. I think it really has to come down from the top that mentoring is part of everybody’s job.
That’s something I certainly believe and something I try to instill in my direct reports. 

There’s also a huge investment in people time. Actually getting the names of people is pretty 
straightforward. Matching them up, dealing with the issues, sorting through the lists of names—it all
takes a huge amount of time. You have to have people who are 100 percent into what they’re doing. You
have to get a good sifting program for the mentees. And you have to be prepared to put a lot of time
into it.

What advice would you give employees who are thinking about being mentors? 
Try it. What have you got to lose? If you try it and you hate it, you can stop doing it. The chances are
you might enjoy it. The benefits are enormous. I get a huge amount out of it and I think I give a lot to
the mentees. It’s good to take yourself out of your normal working day and immerse yourself in 
someone else’s world for a change. 

Do you have any advice for mentees?
I think they have to examine their motivations. If all they want is visibility and a chance to chat with
James Gosling, then they should just go drop by his office. But if people are genuinely interested in 
personal growth, I don’t think anything beats it. A couple of hours of sitting down with a good, con-
stant, decent mentor is worth thousands of hours of training.
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